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Enclosed is the new  guide to staff reports. 
An  introductory note summarizes the main  changes  over 
the old system. 
I  am  also sending you a  facsimile of item 9 of the staff 
report  (KNOWLEDGE  OF  LANGUAGES,  N»l KNOWLEOOE  AND  PUBLISHED 
WORKS)  covering the reference period, which you should fill 
in without  delay and pass  on  to your assessor. 
I'  P.B'"'  Directo~-~r  Personnel 
and  istration 
/  ..  /·;  ,/  ~ 
Provisional address:  Rue  de  Ia  Loi  200,  B-1040 Brussels- Telephone 350040-358040- Telegraphic address:  «COMEUR  Brussels»-
Telex: «  COMEURBRU  21  877 » Fac-simile to be completed by the person assessed and given to the assessor to be reproduced in the staff 
report, (see Guide to Staff Reports, page 29,point 8.4.) 
Surname:  Forenames: 
Personnel No:  Department: 
KNOWLEDGE OF LANGUAGES, NEW KNOWLEDGE AND PUBLISHED WORKS 
a) Knowledge of languages 
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good 
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Ability to use 
for 
Short-
hand 
Typing 
( 1)  If your mother tongue is  not one  of the official  Community languages,  indicate the one of which you  have a perfect knowledge 
and regard as  equivalent to your mother tongue. 
56/1979-EN b) New knowledge 
(Indicate any new knowledge acquired during the reference  period,  with particular reference to further training. 
Give details of how such knowledge was acquired and any diplomas or certificates obtained.) 
c) Works published 
(Give details of any works published - books, articles, etc. - during the reference period.) 
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83 INTRODUCTION 
Article 43  of the Staff Regulations requires that a  report be written 
at least once  every two  years  on  the ability,  efficiency and  conduct 
in the service of all officials, with the exception of those in Grades 
Al  and A2. 
On  27  July 1979,  after consulting the Central Staff CoJDJDittee  and the 
Staff Regulations  Committee,  the Commission  adopted new  general 
implementing provisions for the preparation of staff reports. 
The  earlier general implementing provisions adopted on  28  July 1971 
were  applied for the reference periods 1969-71,  1971-73,  1973-75  and 
1975-77· 
Although  the procedures introduced then (single assessor,  consultations 
with immediate  superior,  dialogue between assessor and person assessed, 
appeal system,  involvement  of Joint Committee  on  Staff Reports)  seem  to 
have  g:i. ven  satisfaction,  uperience acquired over the past four report 
periods has  shown  that the marking system for Section VI  of the old 
report form  did not permit a  sufficiently detailed assessment.  The 
form  was  such that, more  often than not,  the results were  anodyne;  it 
has therefore  had to be  changed. 
Innovations this time involve making the dialogue between assessor and 
person assessed compulsor,y and introducing strict deadlines for the 
different stages in the report procedure. 
The  main  changes to the form  concern the analytical assessment z 
1.  The  three old items - "ability", "efficiency" and "conduct in the 
service" -have now  been  expanded to give fourteen items. 
5 2.  Instead of a  choice of three comments  for the different items 
viz:  "above average",  "average",  and "below average" there are 
now  five:  "excellenttt,  "vecy good",  "good",  "adequate" and 
"unsatisfactor,y". 
A number  of further changes have also been made.  These  involve: 
(i)  enlarging on  the objective information (Sections 1  to 6(a)); 
(ii)  giving a  more  detailed description of duties carried out during 
the reference period (Section 6(b)); 
(iii)  stating which  la.ngu.a.ges  are used at work  and in what  form 
(Section 8); 
(iv)  allowing the official to put  on  record his knowledge  of 
languages,  an_y  new  knowledge  acquired and  any works  published 
(Section 9(a),  (b),  (c));  the assessor m~  then add his own 
comments  if he  so wishes  (Section 9(d)); 
(v)  providing the assessor with more  scope for the general 
assessment  (Section 11); 
(vi)  consulting not  only the official's immediate  superior but also 
other senior officials with information to impart. 
The  above  changes  obviously made it necessary to produce a  new  version 
of the Guide  to Staff Reports. 
A special attempt must  be made  to bring home  to assessors and officials 
assessed the general importance of the Guide,  the letter and spirit of 
which  should.· 'be systematically and carefully observed. by both parties. 
6 In an  attempt to ensure that both  the form  and the Guide  are interpreted 
as consistently as possible various dperations will be undertaken to 
ensure that assessors are p~operly briefedo 
(a)  'ro begin with the Directorate-General for Personnel and 
Administration will organize a  briefing for Assistants in 
the Directorates-General,  representatives of the administration 
and staff representatives. 
{b)  The  Directorate-General for Personnel and Administration will 
organize briefings for all assessors. 
(c)  Coordination meetings will be arranged for assessors within 
individual Directorates-General. 
Any  shortcomings  or difficulties which  come  to light when  the new 
system is put  into operation will be dealt with individually by the 
relevant administrative departments. 
Efforts have  been made  to align the report system  of the different 
institutions; work  will continue in this direction. 
Christopher TUGENDHAT 
7 Ae  (REVISED)  Qli{ERAL  PROVISIOllS  li'OR  DIPLDIElf.riNG 
A.R'!ICLE  43  or !HE flf.A'W  llPDUIOIS 
(adopted by the Commission  on  27  July 1979) 
Article 1 
At  least once  every two  years a  staff report  shall be  drawn up,  pursuant 
to Article 43  of the Staff Regulations,  concerning all officials of the 
institution other than officials of grades  A1  and  A2. 
The  first report on  each official shall be  made  within two  years of his 
establishment. 
Reports made  pursuant to these general implementing provisions shall be 
independent  of the probationar,y report provided for in Article 34  of the 
Staff Regulations. 
Article 2 
The  report shall be  compiled: 
- for officials in Category  A and  in the Language  Service:  by the 
relevant  ~rector {Chief Adviser,  Chef  de  cabinet); 
- for officials in other categories:  by the relevant Head  of  ~vision 
{Adviser,  Deputy  Chef de  cabinet) or Head  of Specialized Department. 
However,  Directors-General and  Directors (Chief Advisers,  Chefs de  cabinet) 
shall compile reports on  their personal staff of all grades and  categories. 
Assistants to  ~rectors-General shall do  the  same  for their personal staff 
in Categories B,  C and  D. 
Before  compiling the report,  the assessor shall consult the immediate 
superior Qf  the official assessed. 
Article 3 
If the official assessed has moved  from  one  department to another during the 
reference period his report  shall, if he  moved  more  than six months  previously, 
be  drawn  up  by his immediate  superior at the time of the report.··  otherwise 
his report shall be drawn  up  by  his former  superior. 
9 The  superiors in other departments to which the official belonged during the 
reference period shall also be  consulted  b,y  the assessor before he  compiles 
the report.  They  shall sign the report  and  m~  append their comments  if 
they disagree with it. 
An  official temporarily on  loan to a  department  other than that in which 
his post  on the organization plan falls shall be  assessed  b,y  the immediate 
superior of his post  on  the organization plan.  However,  his superiors in 
the department  in which  he is working shall be  consulted b,y  the assessor 
as provided for in the preceding paragraph. 
Article 4 
A specimen of the form  of the staff report provided for in Article 43 
of the Staff Regulations is appended. 
Article 5 
The  report  shall relate exclusively to the reference period. 
Explanations must  be  provided for aqy  change  in the analytical  assessment 
since the previous report or,  in the case of a  first report,  since the 
end-of-probation report. 
Article 6 
The  assessor shall compile the report  and  refer it to the official 
assessed  b.Y  30  November  of the year in which the reference period ends. 
Within 15  working  d~s of  such referral the assessor shall discuss the 
report with the official,  change it where  necessary,  and  resubmit it to 
the official.  The  official shall sign it within 15  working  d~a.  He  m~ 
append  aqy  comments  which he  considers relevant and,  where  necessary,  ask 
10 that the report  and the comments  thereon be  submitted to an appeal  assessor 
appointed as provided for in Article 7• 
pticle 7 
The  appeal  assessor referred to in Article 6 Shall be tae immediate 
superior of the original assessor,  that is to  s~: 
- the Director (Chief Adviser,  Chef  de  cabinet) for officials originally 
reported on by  a  Head  of Division (Adviser,  Deputy  Chef de  cabinet) or 
a  Head  of Specialized Department; 
- the Director-General  (Adviser hors classe) for officials originally 
reported on by  a  Director,  a  Chief Adviser or an assistant to a 
Directo~eneral; 
- the relevant Member  of the Commission for officials originally reported 
on  by  a  Ghef  de cabinet,  a  Director-General  (Adviser hors classe) or b,y 
a  Director (Chief Adviser) reporting directly to the Member  of the 
Commission. 
The  appeal assessor shall consult the original assessor,  the official 
assessed,  and  aqy  other persons whom  he thinks it fitting to consult. 
He  mey  confirm or change the original report.  If he  changes it, he  shall 
use the additional  sheet  appended  to the staff report form.  This shall be 
done  within 30  working  d~s of receipt of the official's request as provided 
for in Article 6,  following which the report shall be referred to the 
official,  who  shall sign it within 15  working da.ys.  He  ma.y  append  any 
comments  thereon which he  considers relevant. 
If the official so requests,  the entire report  and  the comments  thereon 
shall be referred to the Joint Committee  on  Staff Reports for its opinion. 
The  opinion·of the Joint Committee  shall be notified to the official and 
to the appeal  assessor.  The  latter shall draw up  another report  and refer 
it to the official.  This report shall be considered final.  The  above 
procedure shall be  completed not later than six months  before the  end  of 
the new  reference period. 
11 Article 8 
When  a  Commission  official on  whom  a  report  shoUld  be made  moves  to 
another Community  institution,  an  interim report  compiled in conformity 
with these general  implementing provisions shall be  attached to his 
file on transfer. 
An  official who,  during the reference period, is transferred from  another 
Community  institution to the Commission  shall be  the subject  of a  staff 
report  compiled in conformity with these general  implementing provisions 
for the period during which  he  worked  for the Commission. 
Any  interim report  compiled  b.Y  his original institution and  attached 
to his file on  transfer shall be  annexed to his staff report. 
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14 B.  1.  1.  ON  WHICH  OF.FI CIALS  AND  OTHER  STAPT  ARE .  REPORTS  TO  BE  .MADE  UNDER 
ARTICLE  43  OF  THE  STAFF  REGULATIONS? 
B.  1.  1.  1. 
Reports must  be  made  on  all established officials in active eeployment 
or seconded: in the .interests of the  service  on  30  June  1979,  except  officials 
tn Grades  A1  and  A2.  A probationary official whose  probation report ,was  made 
between  1 July 1977  and  30  June  1979  must  be  the subject of a  staff report 
covering the remainder  of the report period. 
Reports must  also be  made  on  certa'.iri:'f··temporary  staff (coming- under Article 2(d) 
of the  Condition~ of Employment),  as the general provisions for  implementing 
Article 43  of the Sta£f Regulations apply to them  also.1  ·.·' 
This applies also to officials who  on  30  June  1979  were  on  secondment  at 
their.own request,  on  leave  on·personal grounds,  on  leave for military· service, 
or on  protracted sick leave,  but  who  worked  for at least six mont.hs  during the 
report period. 
B.  1.  1.  2. 
Reports need not  be  made  ona 
Officials in Grades  A1  and  A2  (Directors-General,  Advisers hors classe,. 
Directors and  Chief Advisers); 
officials on  probation on  30  June  1979;  :· 
officials who  retired before  30'June  1979; 
auxiliary staff;. 
local staff; 
special advisers. 
1 Commission  decision of 18  July 19.79  (Written P~oce~ure No.E/774/79). 
2  Some  of the officials and other staff mention~d ~ere are, sub,jeot to separate 
assessment  systems  (for example,  the end-of-probation report in the case of 
probationary officia-ls and the service assessment form  in the case of local staff). 
15 B.  1.  2.  WHO  IS  TO  MAKE  THE  REPORTS? 
B.  1.  2.  1.  General rule 
The  assessor is competent  to report  on  of~icials and certain other staff 
(coming under Article 2(d)  of the  Conditions of Employment)  occupying 
posts on  the establishment plan of his department  on  30  June  1979,  with 
the exception of the  special cases described at B.  1.  2.  2. 
The  assessors are: 
(a) the relevant Head  of Division or Head  of Specialized Department  for 
Category B,  C and D officials,  and  for temporary staff in these categories 
who  are  subject to the report procedure  (staff coming  under Article 2(d)  of 
the  Conditions  of Employment); 
(b)  the relevant Director for officials in Categories A and  LA,  temporary 
staff in Category A who  are  subject to the report procedure  (staff coming 
under Article 2(d)  of the  Conditions of Employment)  and the Director's 
personal staff; 
(c) the relevant Director-General and  the  Chef  de  cabinet for their 
personal staff, regardlessof category; 
(d)  the Assistant to the Director-General and  the Deputy  Chef  de  cabinet 
•  for  other officials in Categories B,  C and D and  temporary staff covered 
by Article 2(d)  of the  Conditions  of Employment,  working in the  secretariat 
of the Director-Gefteral  or assisting a  Member  of the  Commission  respectively. 
The  person occupying the post  concerned on  30  June  1979  is the  competent 
assessor.  It is immaterial whether he  was  appointed recently or not. 
Once  an official or other member  of staff is appointed to a  post he  is 
fully authorized to exercise all the responsibilities attaching to it, 
including assessment  of the officials in the administrative unit of which 
he  is the head. 
16 Likewise,  the temporary occupant  of a  post  or a  person who,  under 
1  Article 26  of the  Commission's Provisional Rules  of Procedure  ,  replaces 
an official who  is absent  for a  long time,  exercises all the responsibilities 
of the normal  holder of the post.  Where  necessary,  therefore,  he  will have 
to draw up  the staff reports  in place of  th~ normal  occupant  of the post. 
B.  1.  2.  2.  Special problems 
Application of these rules may  give rise to problems relating to the 
administrative position either of the assessor or of the person assessed. 
These  problems must  be  solved  on  the basisrot  only of the  legal position 
but also of practical situations. 
A Grade  A1 1  A2  or A3  official is not necessarily a  Director-General, 
Director or Head  of Division.  He  may  be  an Adviser hors classe,  a 
Daputy Director-General,  a  Chief Adviser  or an Adviser.  In this case 
he  is to assess officials immediately under him  in accordance with the 
rules set out at B.  1.  2.  1. 
Thus  Advisers ?ors classe,  Directors-General and  Chief  Advi~ers will 
themselves assess the A,  B,  C and  D officials placed directly under them; 
Advisers will asBess B,  C and  D officials in .the  same  way. 
The  assessor is competent  to report  on  persons nominally occupying postsin 
his department  on  30  June  1979,  even where  such persons have  in fact  b~en 
loaned to another department  or  seconded  in the interests of. the service. 
1oJ  No  17,  31  January 1963,  P•  181/63. 
OJ  No  147,  11  July 1967,  P•  1. 
OJ  No  145,  3  July 1970,  P•  28. 
OJ  No  L 73,  27  March  1972,  P•  14. 
OJ  NO  L 7,  6  January 1973,  P•  1. 
OJ  No  L 199,  30  July 1975,  P•  43. 
17 Five particular situations come  to mind: 
{a) an official may  have  changed departments between 1 July 1977  and 
30  June  1979; 
(b) an official may  have  been loaned to another department; 
(c) an official may  belong to  Category C or D,  and  therefore  come  directly 
under the Director-aeneral; 
{d)  an official may  have  been seconded  in the  interests of the  service: 
- to assist a  Member  of the  Commission; 
- to serve  outside the  Commission; 
(e) an official may  be  acting·as a  staff representative. 
(a) Officials who  have  changed departments between 1 Jull 1977  and  30  June  1979 
Applying the general rule,  an·official who  changed departments between 
1 July 1977  and  31  December  1978  would  be reported on  by the  competent 
as8essor as of 30  June  1979• 
On  the other hand,  an official who  was·transferred between  1 January 1979 
and  30  June  1979  would  be  reported on  by the  competent  as8essor for the 
department to which he  belonged up  to 31  December  1978  (NB:  consultations 
under B.  5•  2.). 
(b) Officials  loaned by their department  to another department 
In this oase the official should be  reported on  by the assessor in the 
department  to which  he nominally belongs,  regardless of the date  on  which 
he was  loaned to the  other department.  Quite  clearly,  the consultations 
prescribed in the general provisions are of particular importance here, 
andspecial attention must  be paid to them. 
Most  of the officials concerned by this will be  translators or drivers. 
18 Consequently,  for example: 
- translators in the  Language  Service whose  posts are  on  the establishment 
plan of the Directorate-General for Personnel and  Administration will be 
reported on: 
- in Brussels,  by the Director for  Translation,  Do,cumentation; .. 
Reproduction and  Library; 
- in Luxembourg,  by the Director for Personnel and  Administratipn 
- drivers will be·  reported on: 
- in Brussels;  by the Head  of the  Hous~ Services Division; 
- in Luxembourg,  by the head  of the Management  of FUnds,  Buildings  ''. 
and _Procurement  Division. 
(NB:  consultations under B.  5e. 2). 
(c)  CateSQty  .c  and  D officials 
Category C a.n4  D officials whose  posts are assigned to a  :Directorat.e-General 
will be  reported ·on  by the  competent  assessor of the administrative unit 
in which  they have  actually worked.~ Their assessors will therefore be ihe 
A1,  A2,  A3  or A5/4  officials under whom  they work. 
(d)  Offipials acting as staff representatives (in Staff Regulations 
bodies or unions) 
'!he  duties  und.e~ta.ken by staff representatives form  p·art  of their normal  · 
service in their institution (Article 1 9f Annex  II to the Staff Regulations). 
These  duties will be  mentioned specifically on  the staff report  and  should 
not  influence the assessment  of the official's work  ip his department. 
19 An  ad  hoc  reporting system has been established for the different types of 
staff representatives. 
I.  An  ad hoc  group  of assessors is set up,  comprising: 
for the Staff Committee:  three representatives of the local sections, 
one  of whom  must  be  the  Chairman  of the  Central Staff Committee  or a 
person representing him; 
for the unions  and  staff associations:  three representatives  of the unions 
and  staff associations represented on  CLOSP. 
The  group will make  reports on  staff on  full-time  secondment,  but will 
consult  the  superior of the  seconded official in hie original department 
where  the period of secondment  is not the  same  as the period covered by 
the report. 
A copy of the report,  signed by the  seconded official, will be  sent by 
way  of information to the Director-General under whom  he  nominally comes. 
The  group will be  consulted by the assessor reporting on  an official 
who,  during part of the report period,  is on  full-time  secondment.  It 
will be  consul  ted beforehand by the assessor responsible,  ac·cording to 
the Guide  to Staff Reports,  for reporting on  officials who  have·been 
"elected" or "on part-time secondment". 
Reports  on  officials "appointed" will be  made  by the assess.or responsible 
according to the Guide,  who  will not  have  to consult the group.  In case 
of disagreement  the official concerned,  like other officials "appointed" 
by the appointing authority,  will be  able to appeal to an appeal  assessor 
and  then to the  Joint  Committee  on  Staff Reports,  and  these will have  to 
take account  of the activities pursued by virtue of the appointment. 
Officials "delegated" to a  consultative body will be  governed by the  same 
procedure as officials "appointed". 
20 Officials "assigned" will be  reported on  by the assessor responsible 
according to the Guide,  who  will consult the person or persons responsible 
in the department to which  the official is assigned. 
Superiors of officials "appointed" to a  body set up  under the Staff 
Regulations  or by the administration - whether by the appointing authority 
or by the Staff Committee  - or the superiors of officials "delegated" to 
such  a  body will systematically receive a  formal note from  the administration 
informing them  of the terms  of the appointment,  a  copy being s.ent  t_o  the 
officialhimself,  who  may  then,  if he  wishes,  have  it recorded in his personal 
filEf,• 
II.  Definitions:  "seconded",  "appointed",  "elected",  "delegated" and 
"assigned" to represent the staff 
(1)  "Seconded" 
Staff exempted  by the appointing authority from  doing their work  in a 
Commission department,  enabling them to devote themselves to the work  of 
representing the staff following a  decision by a  compe·tent  body  (Staff 
Committee  or  CLOSP). 
These  staff have  generally been elected chairman,  deputy chairman, 
secretary or other officer of a  Staff Committee  or member  of the 
political secretariat of  CLOSP.  At  the  end  of their term of office, 
they are reassigped to their original department. 
All  such staff are currently on  full-time  secondment. 
(2)  "Elected" 
Staff elected to represent the staff on  official bodies.  They  are.assigned 
to an administrative unit  and continue to work there.  The  duties which 
they take  on  as staff representatives are regarded by the Staff Regulations 
as  "part of their normal  service in their institution"• 
21 (3)  "Appointed" 
Staff who,  whether or not  elected to an official staff body,  are entrusted 
with a  special appointment by a  Staff Committee,  trade union or staff 
association. 
(4)  "Dele~ate<i;" 
Staff delegated by the trade unions  or staff associations to sit on  CLOSP 
or  on  a  consultative,  negotiating or representative body. 
(5)  "Assigped" 
Staff assigped to provide administrative back-up  services to official 
or union bodies representing staff.  These  staff generally  appear  on 
the establishment plan of DG  IX. 
(e)  Officials seconded in the  interests of the  service: 
to assist a  Member  of the  Commission  -------------------
An  official who  on  30  June  1979  is on  secondment  to assist a  Member  of the 
Commission  wil~ be  assessed by his  Chef  de  cabinet if he  is a  Category A 
official,  and  by his Deputy  Chef  de  cabinet if he  is a  Category B or  C 
official.  (NB:  consultations under B.  5.  2.). 
to serve  outside the  Commisnion  ___________ ,.. ... _  .... _ 
An  official who  on  30  June  1979  is on  oecondment  in the  interests of the 
service to serve  outside the  Commission will be  assessed by the competent 
assessor of the administrative unit to which his post  is assigned. 
{~: consultations under B.  5·  2.). 
22 ~  The  report  form 
B.  2.  1.  General description 
B.  2.  2.  How  to fill in the  form 
B.  2.  3.  Who  is to fill in the different headings  of the form? 
23 B.  2.  1.  GENERAL  DESCRIPTION 
The  report is made  on  a  printed form  containing eight pages;  a 
specimen is attached at Annex  I.  There  is an additional sheet 
for use as appeal report if required;  a  specimen is attached 
at Annex  II. 
The  report form  consists of four Sections: 
SECTION  I  (pages  1  and 2): 
This  contains: 
identity of the official  (items 1  to 5); 
description of his duties  (item 6); 
further details of his duties and  the  languages used 
(items 7  and 8). 
SECTION  II  (pages 3  to 6) 
A.  Information supplied by  the  person assessed  (pages  3  to 4) 
- knowledge  of languages,  new  knowledge and  pablished 
·1forks  (item 9); 
B.  The  report itself (pages 5 and  6) 
-analytical assessment  (item 10); 
-general assessment  (item 11). 
SECTION  III  (pages  7  and 8) 
This contains: 
superiors and  other persons  consulted,  and  signature of person 
assessed  (items  12,  13  and  14); 
the assessed person's wishes,  if ~. for  assi~uent to other 
duties,  his signature,  and  any  coiT~ents he  wishes  to make  (item 15). 
24 SECTION  IV  (pages 9 and  10) 
Additional  sheet for appeal report. 
B.  2.  2.  HOW  '10  FILL  IN  THE  FORM 
The  form  should be  drawn  up  in quadruplicate,  the  report itself and 
three  copies;  the  three  copies  should be  signed only at item 13,  by 
the assessor,  and  at item 15(b),  by the  person assessed. 
The  report  (top copy)  is for the official's personal file. 
One  copy is for the  Directorate-General for Personnel and 
Administration or·the Joint  Research Centre1• 
The  second copy is for the  records  of the  Director-General  to which 
the  official belongs. 
The'third copy is for the official himself. 
Practical recommendation  -------------
The  report muat  be  filled in entirely in typescript. 
The  form  used must  be  in the  mother tonpe  or main  language of the 
person assessed.  However,  assessors m~  use  the official language  of 
their choice.  vfuere  the  language  chosen by  the  assessor is different 
from  the . mother  ton~~ .. or main  langu~ge of th.e  person assessed,  1r 
traaslaticm of the assesaaeat-aust .'be  c1 van  "bo  him it  he so requests. 
1T.he  Individual  Rights  and  Privileges Division,  for officials covered 
by  the  Brussels administration; 
the Personnel Division,  for officials covered by  the  Luxembourg 
ad.I.:linistration; 
for the Joint  Research Centre,  the administrative department  of each 
establislunent. 
25 B.  2.  3.  WHO  IS '.ro  FILL  IN  THE  FORM? 
The  following are  involved in completing the  form: 
(1)  the  Directorate-General to which  the official assessed belongs 
must· fill in,  or caused to be  filled in under its supervision,  the 
items which  concern the identity of the official and  the post he 
occupies  (items  1,  2,  3,  4,  5 and 6(a)  on  page  1); 
(2.)  the assessor must fill in the headings  covering the official's 
work  (items 6(b)  and 7),  the  languages used  (item 8),  the analytical 
assessment  (item 10) and  the general assessment  (item 11); 
He  may  also make  observations on  the  information supplied by  the 
person assessed  (item 9(d));  and he  then signs  the  report  (item 13). 
(3)  the  person assessed: 
supplies  the  information requested at item 9,  and  signs that item; 
records his own  wishes  and  con~ents if any,  and  signs the report 
(item 15); 
records his  own  comments  if any and,  should the  case arise,  signs 
the  appeal report  (item 19); 
(4)  the  immediate  superior(s)  other than the assessor ~  make 
observations and must  sign the report  (item 12); 
(5)  any  other persons  consulted sign the  report  (item 14); 
(6)  where  the  person assessed appeals against  the  report,  the  appeal 
assessor may  make  a  new  report  (items 16,  17  and  18). 
26 B.  3.  WHAT  THE  DIRID'IDRATE-GENERAL  MUST  :00 
B.  3.  1.  What  it must  do. 
B.  3.  2.  Date of recruitment as . an official. 
B.  3.  3.  Title of post. 
27 B. 3  •  1.  WHAT  THE  DIRID!'OHA.'l'F,.G EI'BRAL  Mt1S'.r  IX> 
IMP OR!'  ANT 
The  attention of Directorates-General and assessors is drawn  to the 
fact that the report must  be forwarded to the person assessed before 
30 November  1979•  They will accordingly have to ensure that the 
stages described at B.3 to Be7 of this Guide  are completed before 
that date. 
The  Directorate-General to which  the person assessed belongs must fill 
in all the headings  concerning the identity of the official and the 
title of his post,  that is to say items 1, 2, 31  4,  5 and 6(a). 
Be  3. 2  DA!l'E  OF  RJOORUITMl!NT  AS  AN  OFFICIAL 
For officials, the date to be entered under item 2 is the date on  which 
the person assessed took up his duties as a  probationer in the Commission. 
For temporary staff coming lUlder  Article 2(d) of the Conditions of 
Employment,  the date to be entered here is the date on  which they were 
first engaged in this capacity b,y  the Commission. 
The  date of taking up  duty with the Commission  in SZJ.y  other capacity 
should be disregarded. 
Be  3  •  3  TITLE  OF  POST 
!he title to be used (item &(a))  should be taken from  those given in 
the last column  of the tables of basic posts in Annex  III. 
28 B.  4.  WHAT  THE  Pl!JRSO~ ASSESSED  MIST  :00  BEFORE  §·~PORT  I.S  DRAWN  UP 
Before  the assessor enters the  scene,  and to  e~sure that his information 
is complete,  the person being assessed ''is to fill ih' i tern  9(a),  (b) 
and  (c) of the report,  dealing \vi th his knowledge  of languages,  any 
new  knowledge ,  and aJq works  published during the reterenoe p_eriqde 
:111  practice, the person· assessed Will fill up the~e headings  on  a 
faos:I.Dd.1e  lli  ven to him.  separailel7-
. 29 B.  5.  1vHAT  THE  ASSESSOR  I•IDST  JX)  BEFORE  r.IAKI:HG  HIS  ASSESSf·TIENT 
B.  5·  1.  Details of duties and  laneuages used 
B.  5.  1.  1. 
B.  5.  1.  2. 
B.  5.  1.  3. 
B.  5  •  1. 4  • 
Main  duties  assi&~ed and  carried out 
Chanses  in the  range  of duties 
To  1·1hat  extent do  the::e  duties  correspond to 
the official'z  qualifications? 
Languages  used 
B.  s.  2.  Consultations before making  the  report 
B.  5.  2.  1. 
B.  5.  2.  2. 
Consul tat  ion  ~vlth i1>1r:1ediate  superior;::: 
Consul tat  ion Hi th forr.ter  and present superiors 
(a)  for officials v1ho  have  changed  dcpart~nent 
(b)  for officials loaned to another depart;Jent 
(c)  for officials seconded in the interest of 
the  service 
(d)  for officials acting as staff representatives 
30 B.  5.  1.  Jl.JTIES  CARRIED  OUT  .AND  LANGU'j.GES  USED 
Tne  assessor must  fill in the headings for: 
the official's duties  (items 6(b)  qnd  7(a) and  (b)); 
laJ:l&'uages  used at 1-vork  (item 8); 
any  co~ucnts on  the  information supplied by the person assessed 
(item 9  (d) ) • 
B.  5•  1. 1. Main  duties 
The  duties to be  mentioned here  are  the duties actually carried out 
durinG the  reference period by the  person assessed;  work  done  purely 
occasionally is not  to be  mentioned.  The  assessor should clarify the 
relative importance  of each task in the  job as  a  uhole.  As  a  general 
rule  the duties carried out  lr.Jill  correspond to the ·duties listed in the 
vacancy notice for the  post uhich the  person assessed occupieo 
(item G(b)). 
B.  5•  1•  2.  in the 
The  asoessor ;:nust  si:nply describe  these  changes uithout pronouncing 
any value  judgraent.  He  ro.ust  nake  a  special effort to be  objective 
and n.ust  endeavour to sort out all misunderstandings by talking them 
over v1i th the  official. 
B.  5~ 1. 3•  Indication of how  far these duti's correspond to the 
official's  .q§ilifications { i teil. l(b)) 
The  assessor should state \vhether  the official is performing duties 
suited to his training and abilities,  or whether these would  be  better 
used in other v1ork.  This point  should be  considered in conjunction 
with item 11  (the official's ability to adapt  to different duties). 
31 B.  5.  1. 4.  Languages  used at work  (item 8) 
This heading should not be filled in in the  case of officials in 
the  language  service. 
As  the title shows,  this is not  the place in which  to list all the 
languages the official knows,  .but  only those he  actually uses in 
his work. 
The  official's knowledge  of languages in general is included in· the 
information to be  supplied by  the official himself  (item 9(a)). 
B.  5.  1. s.  Comments  on  information supplied by person assessed 
(item 9(d)) 
In his comments  the assessor should as far as at all possible report 
whether his own  observations confirm  the information supplied by  the 
person assessed.  He  should give particular attention to any points of 
special interest to the  service,  particularly in conjunction with 
item 11  (general assessment). 
B.  5.  2.  CONSULTATIONS  BEFORE  REPORTING 
Consultation should take place before the assessor prepares his 
analytical and  general assessments.  In practice,  each person consulted 
will record his observations under headings  10  and  11  of a  specimen 
staff report. 
These  consultations are designed simply to provide  the assessor with 
information,  and in no  w~-reduce his responsibilities. 
32 1.  Consultation with superiors  (item 12(a),.&hd'(b)); 
2.  Consultation with former  or de  facto  superiors  {item 14). 
B.  5.  2. 1.  Consultation with superiors  (ite~·l2(a) and  (b)) 
In most  cases there  are  one  or more  persons  senior to the official 
assessed bet'\-.reen  him  and  the assessor.  It has  thus been found 
necessar,y  to make  consultation obligatory between  the assessor and  the 
person or persons who  are in the·best  positi~n·  ~o judge  the work· 
actually carried out by  the official assessed. 
{a)  Irmnedi~te superior 
',·' 
The  assessor will decide,  in the light of the  structure of his department 
and  the  way  its work  is organized,  who  he  is to donsider as  ~~~ 
official's imraediate  superior. 
For example,he  would  consult a  Head  of Unit  {Dl)  if he  is reporting on 
a  messenger,  or a Head  Clerk  (Bl) if he  is reporting'on a  B,  CorD 
official in that department. 
(b)  Other superiors 
Where  necessary the assessor must  consult the other superiors of  the 
person assessed. 
For  exampl~he would  consult not  only the Head  Clerk  (Bl)  as  the 
immediate  superior of a  B,  C or D official in his department_,  but 
also the Principal Awninistrator  (A5/4)  in charge  of the particular 
area of the division's activities. 
33 B.  5.  2.  2.  Consultation with.former or de  facto superiors 
Tnis  concerns officials of four kinds: 
(a)  those  Hho  have  changed  department~; 
(b)  those  t·;ho  have  been loaned to another departrJent; 
(c)  those  uho  have  been  oeconded in the interest of the service 
to assist a  r.1errt"bcr  of the Co:nmission  or to serve  o:.~.tsicle  the Commission; 
(d)  those acting as staff representatives. 
(a)  Qf£.icj.a~ ~.i£o Jlav.,2_  c]la~d_de~r.1,mcr1t~ 
It ltlill be  recalled that officials t·Jho  have  cl1angcd  departments  more 
than six months  previously are  to be  reported on  in the  departr:J.Ont 
in \vhich  they at present  serve,  while officials "t"Jho  have  changed 
dcpa.rtr:aents  less tha.n  six months  previously are  to be  reported on 
in the  department  to "t".rhich  they formerly belonged. 
If the  official changed departments  more  than six months  previously, 
the  assessor· must  consult the  official tvho  v1ould  have  reported on  him 
in his old department. 
If the official changed departments  less than six months  previously, 
the assessor must  consult  the official who  would  have  reported on  him 
in the new  department. 
The  assessor should also consult  the  superiors of the  person assessed 
in his former  or present department,as  the  case  may  be. 
34 'Ihe  report is to be made  by  the  competent  assessor for the department 
to which  the  official's post is attached.  Before  making his report, 
he  must  consult  the reporting official in the aepartment  in which 
the person assessed is actually working. 
{c)  Officials seconded in the  interests of the  service 
-------------------~-------
To  assist  a  !~ember of the Conunission: 
The  report  on  an official seconded to assist a.Member  of the  Commission 
t·lill be  made  by  the Chef  de  cabinet in the  case of a  Grade  A official 
and by the  Deputy Chef  de  cabinet in other cases.  The  assessor 
must  consult  the official "L-rho  vrould  have  reported on him  in the 
original administrative unit  of the person assessed if he  actually 
worked  there at any  time  during the reference period. 
To  serve  outside  the  Co~~ission: 
The  competent  assessor is the assessor in the administrative unit to 
which  the polt of the person assessed is attached.  He  should consult 
all appropriate persons and  bodies. 
(See  B.  1.  2.  2.  2.(d)). 
35 B.  6.  WHAT  THE.  ASSESSOR  MUST  IX>  IN MAKING  HIS  REPORT 
B.  6.  1.  In what  spirit should the  assessments be  made? 
B.  6.  1. 1.  Importance  of the  as'sesoments 
B.  6.  1. 2.  Information for the assessor 
B.  6.  1.  3.  Dialogue between the assessor and  the official assessed 
B.  6.  1.  4.  ·  Responsibility of the assessor 
B.  6.  2.  Analytical assessment 
B.  6.  2 •. 1. 
B.  6.  2.  2. 
B.  6.  2.  3. 
Prelimina~ remarks 
Definition of the terms  "excellent",  "very good", 
"good",  "adequate",  ''unsatisfactory";  optional 
comments 
Definition of headings under the criteria 
ability,  etfioieno.y,  and  conduct  in the  service 
B  •. 6.  1.  Genepal  assessment 
B.  6.  3.  1.  Purpose  of the general assessment 
B.  6.  3.  2.  Haw  to draft it 
36 B. 6.1.  Ill WHAT  SPIRIT  SHOULD  THE  ASSESSJID'l'S  BE  XADE? 
B.6.1.1.  lmportapce of the assessments 
The  asses•ents are the main part of the report.  It ~s through these 
assessments that the assessor must  judge the official  1 s  ability, efficiency 
and conduct in the service. 
B.6.1.2.  Information for the ae•essor 
.&lthoush the Coaission would  like the assessor to be  as close as possible 
organizationally to the official assessed,  there is often some  distance 
between them.  The  assessor must  therefore endeavour to find all the 
information he  needs to enable hia to prepare the report as thoroughly 
as can be by consulting beforehand all the persons specified tmder item 
B.5.2.  Xoreover,  the personal files of the official assessed will be made 
available to assessors so that they can acquaint theaaelves with· the official's 
training and  track record.  The  assessor IIU8t  in any. case acquaint hiase,lf 
with the official's aost recent staff. reports or,  f~ling thea, with his 
end-of-probation report. 
B.6.1.3.  DialoBU!  between the assessor and  the official assessed 
!'his sholll.d  be one  of the aajor conoerns ·of the assessor.  !he statf report 
procedure provides an excellent opportunity for the two  parties to N'ri.ew 
the whole  of their working relations, even going beyond the oontenta of 
the report itself. 
<f• 
1.6.1  ,4.  Besponsibili  tz of the assessor 
Di.alop does not aean conciliation at all costs.  An  assessor who  feels 
that lJ.e  should aake  8ll unfavourable analytical or general assea-nt ll118t 
do  ao.  !his fol'lls pari of his responsibilities,  and  the staff reports oan 
only be effeoti  ve  and  useful for the iuti  tution if this responsi:bili  ty is 
actually carried out. 
37 However,  since the staff report is very iaportant in the official'• career, 
the assessor Jll11St  be  as  8'tlr8  as possible of what  he is s~ng, in particular 
by means  of direct contact through which he  and  the person on whom  he is 
reporting can state their respective vi  twa frankly. 
One  last point should be made.  The  purpose of the staff report is to 
enable superiors to judge not the personal value of an official but only 
his professional value as measured by the three criteria specified in the 
Staff Regulations:  ability, efficiency and  conduct in the service.  However 
well -acquainted assessor and  assessed llfq' be  1  the report should not take 
into account  any criteria of a  non-professional nature. 
B. 6.  2.  A:IALlTICAL  ASSESSMENT 
B.6.2.1.  Preliminary remarks 
Three  preliminary remarks should be made.  !he first concerns the choice 
of analytical assessment  1  the second the wq in which the assessor should 
proceed, the third the way in which the assesSJDent  should be recorded on 
the form. 
All headings on the fora relate to one  of the three criteria specified 
in .Artl,.ole  43  of the Staff Regulation (ability, efficiency and  conduct in 
the service).  The  assessor should make  his  judgment  on these three criteria 
by reference to the normal  requirements of the post  occupied by the person 
assessed (see tables of basic posts,  Anne~ III). 
One  major principle must  be  observed in the analytical assessment:  each 
aspect BlUSt  be dealt with on its own  and not with a  view to the general 
assessment to be  given of the official.  The  spirit of the staff reports 
would  be totally distorted if analytical assessments were  slanted in order 
to justify a  general assessment. 
38 Lastly, where  one  person 1tas  a  laz-p naber of atatt reports to clraw up, 
he  aho11ld  constantly refer to this <N:i.de  so as not to di  verp froa the 
various ciefinitions given in it. 
li'or  each of the criteria for the analytical aasea ..  nt an "%!  should.  be 
u.rked in tile relevant  col\DID.. 
:s,6.2.2.  Definition of the teras "excellent•. •ver;r sood",  •eod", 
"adequ.te", ad "1Ul8atisfactop",  and eptiogl CO!!!nta 
(a)  At  each of the tourieen anal.Ttioal items, the official IIUSt  be described 
as "excellent", "very sood",  "good",  •adequate•, ·-satisfactory". 
!he level "excellent" should be  marked  only w.here  the person assessed 
displ~ qu.ali  ties which are of· an exceptionally high level, very 
substantially above  the requirements of the post. 
The  level "very good."  should be marked  only where  the person assessed 
displ819 qualities which are clearly above  the high level which the 
Commission is reasonably entitled to expect from  a  Community  official, 
havi:ng regard to the post he  occupies. 
!he level "good" should be  aa.rked where  the person assessed displays 
qua.li  ties which  are at the high level which the Commission is reasonably 
entitled to expect from  a  CoJDID.1J.lli ty official  1  havin& regard to the post 
he  occupies. 
!he level "adequate" should be  marked where  the person assessed displ~ 
qa.ali  ties which  are at an acceptable level having regard to the requirements 
of the post he  occupies. 
39 The  level "unsatisfactory"  sh~uld be marked where  the person assessed 
displays shortcomings  and  therefore needs to improve  on this point. 
(b)  The  assessor mq add  comments  on his assessment at each item. 
He  should try to make  a;n:y  comments  of this kind adequately self-explanatory. 
Comments  must  in any case be made  in the general assessment  {see point B.6.l). 
B.6.2,3.  Definition of the components  of the criteria ability,  effioiepoy1 
and  conduct  in the service 
It seems  advisable to give assessors  som~ idea of how  to approach these 
headings,  For each of the three criteria a  list of constituent factors has 
been drawn up by which the main characteristics of the work  and behaviour 
of each official can be analysed.  The  assessor must  therefore consider 
whether the officials showing is excellent, very good,  good1  adequate,  or 
lUlSatisfaotory as regards each heading. 
!he factors to be taken into consideration in evaluating the ability of an 
official are those which directly influence the quality of this work,  taking 
his grade  and duties into account. 
'fhe headings are: 
1.  Knowledge  required for post occupied; 
40 2.  Proficiency  1  broken down  as follows: 
- comprehension, 
- judgment, 
- articulatenes~ in the written.word, 
- articulateness in the spoken word,, 
- organizational ability. 
Knowledge  requi.recl tor the post occupied means  not only the official'  a  . 
general knowledge  but also his specific knowledge  of aatters relating to 
the post.  His· ·aoqaisi  tion of fresh knowledge  is also to be taken into 
account. 
'!he  assessor should ask hiuelf  t  in view of the responsibilities of the 
official on whoa  he is reporting, whether that offieial quickly grasps th6. . 
various aspects of the question Which  he  is asked to deal with or whether ht 
needs lengthy or repeated expla.n&tions. 
The  assessor ahould ask himself whether the person assessed can  diaoe~ 
the relation between a  new  problem aM.  the probleJDS  hitherto handled by 
.  '  .  .  ' 
'·, 
him or his depariaent,  and whether he  grasps the implications of a  decision 
which llight be taken. 
~  aoat important qualities here are clarity, precision, fluency aDd··; 
conciseness. 
!he heading referring to the written word  should be ued only if the 
official is called upon to draft doCl1118nts. 
41 lfhis heading involves several qualities - order, aethod and the organization 
of the work of the department. 
Order should here be taken as aeaning the ability to classify information 
in s110h  a  WI\¥  that those concerned can easily find and.  use it. 
llethod refers to the wa.v  in which the official approaches probleas and 
solves them. 
T.b.e  organization of the work  of'  subordinates does not refer simply to 
the authority of the person assessed,  but to the ability to give orders, 
to give clear, precise instructions,  and to adapt to UJlforeseen changes in 
circumstances.  It also means  the ability to distribute work between 
subordinates and to direct it so that they feel responsible for their work. 
Where  the person assessed has no  subordinates working under him,  account 
should be taken where  applicable of his contribution to the organization 
of the department's work. 
The  performance of an official JllUSt  be  judged by reference to four main 
factors: 
(1)  the quality of his work; 
(2)  the speed at which he works; 
(3)  his consistency; 
(4)  his versatility. 
The  assessor should bear in mind that an official  t s  quality and speed can be 
strongly impeded by the fact that he regularly has to work in a  language other 
than his mother tongue. 
In the case of properly justified :frequent or protracted absence  1  because of 
illness for example,  the assessment under these headings should apply solely 
to  efficiency  during periods in which the official was  actually present. 
42 Likewise, if poor ual  tlll  d:aly certified b1'  the Xedical' Service lowers 
etficienq  during the periods in which the person assessed is present, 
the assessment  should be  based solely on t~ official's ~tual ability 
to work. 
!lle quli  ty of an official's work  depends  on the relation between the 
work  he  prod:u.oes  am.  the purpose of it  1  and  on the care he  takes 'in 
carrying it out, taking into account the lilli  tat  ions facing lWa.  Is it 
often necessary to ask the official to re-do his work1  to polish it, or 
does he eegularly hand in work which is satisfactory •.a it stands? 
Qaali  ty has nothing to do  with speed, for a  very fast-working official 
might  tend to hand in work which still needs improvement  whereas an official 
11hose  work is impeccable may well be too slow or too tussy. 
!his assessment  can be 'QSed  as a  measure  of the official's productivity. 
It relates to the .length qf time which the official needs in order to 
complete bis work. 
This heading is intended to allow mention to be made  of the continlli  ty of 
effort on the part of an official as regards both tha' quality and the 
quantity of work  he does.  !'he heading also involws the official's 
punctllali  ty of the official, Maning not only his compliance with workinc 
hours but also his compliance with deadlines within which his work has to 
be  done. 
"Versatility" means  the .official'  a  willingness and ability to adapt 
43 flexibly to circumstances.  'fh.us it allows •ntion to be made  not only 
of an attitude but also of a. real capaoi  ty to act in the face  of 
unexpected event·s,  new  problems or new  sources of urgency. 
These  consist of four factors: 
(1)  Sense of responsibility; 
(2)  initiative; 
(3)  ability to work  as a  member  of team; 
(4)  ability to set on with people. 
( 1 )  .§eas!. g.f_rJ.S.;eoas1b111tz 
This means  the official's devotion to duty and  the effort he makes  to turn 
out work of good quli  ty.  Particular attention should be paid to the degree 
of his personal commitment  in all aspects of his work,  whatever aargin of 
independence is left open to him  by the ~  his department is organized. 
His sense of responsibility should also be assessed in the light of the 
extent to which his superiors can rely on him. 
Can the official oa:rry out the work  expected  o~ bilm  spontaneously,  or does 
he need instructions all .the time?  Does  he  approach his work in an active 
atJd  constructive spirit?  And  does an official who  takes the initiative 
remember to infora his n.periors about it in good time? 
44 This  should be assessed b,y  reference to the official's sense of joint 
responsibility for the work with all the other members  of the 
administrative unit to which he  belongs.  It involves a  spirit of 
cooperation and  of integrity, but also a  sense of discipline and of 
respect for the field of responsibility of each of his colleagues;  the 
presence or absence of these qualities in the person assessed should 
be  taken. into account,  as  should his ability to inspire them  in other 
members  of the department. 
An  official's ability to get on with people should be  assessed solely 
in terms of the exercise of his duties.  It does  not mean  only the 
courtesy and  evenness  of temper which he  displ~s in relations with his 
colleagues and  outsiders,  but also his concern to convey  a  favourable 
image  of his department and,  more  generally,  of the institution. 
B.6. 3.  GBNER.AL  ASS1!5SMENT 
B.6.3.1.  Purpose 
The  general assessment  enables the assessor to distinguish each official 
from  his colleagues.  Its main purpose is to pinpoint certain characteristics 
of the official which the analytical assessment will not have revealed. 
The  assessor should try to give a  portrait of the official, revealing both 
his strong and his weak, points./  He  should give a  very frank  judgment  of 
i 
the official's personal contribution to the functioning of the service. 
B.6.3.2.  How  should it be  ~~fted? 
The  assessor is faced with a  difficult task here.  To  do  the job properly 
he  must  give careful thought to his subordinates '  personality in terms 
of their work. 
45 The  assessor must  in anY  case comment  on: 
(a) the official's most  outstanding qualities; 
(b)  the areas in which there is scope or  n~ed for  improvement,  with 
suggestions as to how  this might  be achieved  (training course,  for 
example); 
(c) the official's ability to adapt to different duties;  comments  must 
be made  even if the person assessed's present duties correspond 
perfectly to his training and abilities;  the assessor must  try to 
distinguish qualities and  knowledge  in the person assessed which would 
allow him  to adapt  to different duties. 
The  assessor must  also mention: 
(a)  aqy  progress made  in one  or more  areas; 
(b) any areas in which  the official has fallen back. 
The  assessor must  provide as explicit as possible a  justification for 
changes  in the analytical assessment as compared  with the previous staff 
report,  or, if this is the first staff report drawn  up  on  the official, 
with the end-of-probation report1• 
1Assessors are not required to make  a  comparison with the last staff report 
in reports covering the period 1977-79· 
46 ~  What  the assessor must  do  after making his report 
B.7.1.  Assessor's signature and list of those consulted. 
B.7.2.  Signature of those consulted. 
B.7.3.  Communication  to the official assessed. 
47 B.  7. 1.  THE  ASSESSOR'S  SIGNATURE  AND  LIST  OF  THOSE  CONSULTED 
When  he has finished his report,  the assessor should enter the date and 
his own  administrative position and sign the top copy (at item 13). 
He  should also indicate the names  and administrative positions of persons 
consulted beforehand {see point B.  5·  2.  of this Guide),  namely the 
immediate superior of the person assessed (item 12(a)), other superiors 
where relevant  {item 12(b)) and persons consulted under Article 3  of the 
general  implementing provisions  (item 14). 
B. 1. 2.  SIGHATURE  OF  THOSE  CONSULTED 
The  assessor must  send the report direct to the person to be consul  ted in 
an envelope marked personal.  The  person consul  ted has five days in which 
to read the report and to add any comments  he wishes to make,  sign the 
report  {item 12{a) or (b)) and return it to the assessor,  also in an envelope 
marked personal. 
Where  persons outside the Commission are consul  ted,  the assessor should 
send the report under cover of a  memo  based on  the following specimen. 
In this case the time-limit is ten days. 
48 Directorate-General: 
Staff report on 
FOR  OFFICIAL  USE  ONLY 
STAFF  - IN COD'ID!JfCE 
Brussels, 
Prior consultation vursuant to Article 3 of the general provisions 
for implementing Article 43  of the Staff Regulations-
As  ••••••••••~•••••••••••••• worked under you from  ••••••••• to •••••••••••  , 
I  have to consult you in connection with the preparation of his staff report 
for the period from 1 July 1977  to 30 June 1979. 
I  enclose the staff repori which I  have drawn up.  ·I would be cratet\tl if 
7ou would sign it in the appropriate space and return it to me  within five 
days,  for which I  thank J"OU.  in advance. 
However,  should J"OU  wish to make  ~comment on~  assessment of ••••••••••••••  , 
700.  aay aa.ke  them  on  a.  separate sheet of which you" should.  attach four copies to 
the report. 
(Signature) 
49 :S.  1. 3.  COMMUNICATION  OF .THE  REPORT  TO  THE  OFFICIAL  ASSESSED 
The  report is then passed to the official assessed.  It is recommended 
that the assessor hand it over personally.  The  person assessed must 
sign an acknowledgement  of receipt on  the saae day {see specimen below). 
SPIDIMDi  ACKNOWLEIXJE~t!D{T OF  RJOOEIPI'  OF  STAFF  REPORT 
I, the undersigned,  •••••••••••••••••••••••••••  {name  of the official), 
confirm that  tod~  I  received from  ••••••••••••••••••••••  (name  and 
administrative position of assessor) ~  staff report for the period 
from  1 July 1977  to 30 June 1979. 
I  note that under Article 6  of the general provisions implementing 
Article 43  of the Staff Regulations,  I  am  to discuss the report with 
the assessor within fifteen working days  from  today  • 
....•.•..................... '  •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(Place)  (Date) 
(Signature) 
50 Where  the official assessed is on  sick leave1  and is not ezpected to 
return before 30 November  1979,  the assessor will  send him  the staff 
report by registered post with advice of delivery;  the notice of 
delivery will in this case replace the apecimen aCknowl~ent shown 
above. 
In this case the assessor will enclose with the report a  memo  following 
the specimen below. 
SPmiMEN Ml!XO  FORWARD:LNG  A STAFF  REPORT  TO  All  OFFICIAL 
To  •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Your  staff report 
FOR  OFFICIAL  USE  ONLY 
STAFF  - Dl CCIU'ID:DfCE 
I  enclose your staff report for the period 1  July 1977  to 30  June 1979. 
Under Article 6  of the general provisions implementing Article 43  of the 
Staff Regulations,  I  am  to discuss the report with you within fifteen working 
days  of the d.a.te  on  which you recei-ve this memo. 
If you have not been able to resume  work within that time,  a.nd  you have no 
comments  to ma.ke  on  the report, you may wish to dispense with this 
discussion so that the report can be finalized within a  reasonable time. 
If so,  you may  sign the report, which will then be considered definitive, 
and  return it to me  within thirty working days  of receiving thi-s letter. 
(Signature} 
1Foreseeable absences,  on  missions,  annual  leave,  and  so on,  clearly 
do  not require this procedure;  the assessor should do  whatever is 
necessary to see that the time-limit is respec~ed. 
51 B.  a.  What ·the assessor and  the person assessed must  do 
after the report is forwarded 
B.  a.  1.  Discussion 
B.  8.  2.  After discussion 
52 8  -
B.  8. 1.  DISCUSSION 
The  assessor should call the person assessed for an interview within 
fifteen working days from  the date on which the report is forwarded under 
heading B.  7  •. 3. 
This direct contact is an essential stage in the report procedure.  Its 
object is to allow the assessor and the  ~&rson assessed to discuss the 
report freely and thoroughly so that they can clearly see the nature 
and the implications of a.tV'  differences of opinion.  '!'hey  should in a.ror 
case discuss their working relations as a  whole,  in order to cCDe  to a 
better mutual  understanding and a aore correct appreciation of the report. 
Where  appropriate,  other superiors consul  ted m.ay be present. 
B.  8. 2.  AftER MSCUSSION 
Following this discussion, but still within the fifteen working days 
allowed tor the whole discussion procedure,  the assessor 118.7  allow his 
report to stand as it is or ·~  substitute a  new  one. 
A new  report entirely supersedes the previou one.  It must,  tor examp~e, 
include items 12 and 14 of ~he staff report {signature and 8.Jl7  cCIDIIlents  ·of 
persons consul  ted).  .Onqe  finalized,  the report should be forwarded to the 
person assessed, in an envelope marked J'OR  OJ.i'FICIAL  USE  ~y  - ST.Ali'J.il  -
Lfl COIFIDlliCE,  w1 th the three copies, siped 'b7  the assessor at i t•. 
l3 to oantirm that they correspand to the oripna.l, and a  covering letter 
following the specimen below: 
53 SPJ!DIMEN  LETTER  FORWARDING  AN  .AJmfDED  STAFF  REPORT  TO  AN  OFFICIAL 
To  •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Your  staff report 
FOR  OFFICIAL  USE  ONLY 
STAFF  - Ill OO!f.riD!XCE 
Following our interview of  •••••••••••••••••••••  ,  I  enclose .,  final 
report on your work during the period 1 July 1977  to 30 June 1979• 
I  enclose the report a.nd· three copies.  You  have fifteen working days 
to read it, add a:q comments  you may wish to make  (at item 15), and to 
return the report and two  copies to me  signed at item 15(b). 
Under Article 6  of the general provisions implementing Article 43  of 
the Staff Regulations,  you.  are entitled to ask that the report be 
su.bmi tted to an appeal assessor appointed as provided for in Article 7 
of the same  provisions. 
To  do  so you should make  an express requ6st to that effect at item 15(b)1, 
and send me,  'bogether,  the report and two  copies, with yaa:r comments  on  a 
separate sheet;  all of these should be signed.  You have fifteen working 
days  from  receipt of this letter to make  such  a.  request.  I  myself will 
see to it that your request is forwarded to the appeal assessor. 
(Signature) 
1The  words  "comments  enclosed with, a  view to appeal assessment" 
should be entered. 
54 B.  9•  -
The  appeal assessor 
B.  9•  1.  Who  is the competent  appeal assessor? 
B.  9•  2.  How  to refer to report to the appeal assessor 
B. 9•  3.  How  the appeal assessor should proceed: 
B.  9·  3. 1.  Information 
B.  9. 3.  2.  Confirmation of the report 
B.  9. 3. 3.  Amendment  of the report 
B.  9•  3. 4•  Correction of procedural errors 
B.  9. 4•  The  official's comments,  if~· 
55 B.  9. 1.  WHO  IS THE  CCIIPE'I'mT  APPEAL  ASSESSOR? 
The  app~l assessor is the immediate superior of the original assessor, i.e.: 
(a) the Director (Chief Adviser,  Chef de cabinet)  where the initial 
report was  drawn up by a  Head  of Division (Adviser,  Deputy Chef 
de cabinet) or Head  of Specialized Department; 
(b) the Director-General  (Adviser hors cla.sse), where the report was 
originally drawn up by a  Director,  a  Chief Adviser or a.n  Assistant 
to a  Director-General; 
{c) the Member  of the Commission,  where the report was  initially drawn 
up by a.  Chef de cabinet,  a  Director-General  (Adviser hora classe) 
or a  Director (Chief Adviser) working under the Member  of the Commission. 
B.  9 •  2.  HOW  TO  REFER  THE  REPORT  TO  THE  APPEAL. ASS.!SSOR 
As  we  have said under heading B.  8. 2., in order to refer his report to 
an appeal assessor the official must  lodge a  specific request under 
item 15(b) of his staff report. 
In the canments he a.tta.ohes he may  invoke  a.D:3'  factual  or legal arguments 
he thinks fit to support his case.  He  may  specify ~  ciroumstances which 
would explain his disagreement  and invoke  a.D:3'  supporting evidence for his 
arguments.  His coaents may refer to a.D:3'  of the headings filled. in by 
the assessor,  notably: 
7:  details of duties; 
8:  languages; 
10:  a.nalytical assessment; 
11:  general assessment. 
56 B, 9, 3,  HOW  THE  APPEAL  ASSESSOR  SHOULD  PROCEED 
The  appeal assessor must  complete his work  within 30 working days  of 
receiving the request b.y  the person assessed.  He ~  either confirm 
the report or Oh&nge  all or part of the assessments  given b,y  the original 
assessor,  He  must  seek all necessary information before taking his 
decision, 
B, 9. 3. 1,  Information 
!he appeal assessor should aim at moderating the conflict and alleviating · 
the points of dispute.  He  must  obtain the fUllest information possible, 
To  this end,  before reaching a  decision, he IIUSt  he't£ »• orig1pal 
assessgr and the otfigis.l gopgerned senaratelx,  or simultaneously if 
they so wish,  when  he must try to indu:oe  them to e.x:.Press  themselves 
'• 
as frankly as possible,  He  mq also seek information from  such eouroes 
as the other superiors of the person assessed and the other persons 
consulted b.y  the original assessor, 
T.he  appeal assessor ~  deoidet 
(a)  to c6nfirm the whole  of the original report  J 
(b)  to· amend  all or part of the orig.l.nal report, 
These two  possibilities: involve the following procedures and fomalitiest. 
B, 9, 3, 2,  Oonfimation of the original assessment 
Where  the a-ppeal  assessor decides purely aud simply to confirm the original 
report,. he JBUst  inform the official accordingly by means  of a  memo  drawn 
up in quadruplicate,  following the specimen below,  He  llUSt  attach this memo 
to the report aad the two  copies in his possession,  and send the whole to 
the person assessed in an envelope marked FOR  OF.FICIAL  USE  ONLY  - STJP.P 
D  OCID'IDlliCE,  along with the fourth copy ot the memo,  to be attached to 
the copy of the report in the possession of the person assessed, 
It the peraon assessed is absent at the time and is not expected to_ return_ 
betore the deadline mentioned above,  the papers should be sent to him 
immediately b.7  registered post with advice ot deliver.y, 
57. SPJIJIMEH  MEMO  'fO  BE  S:Dl'l'  TO  A:l  OFFICIAL  IF HIS  REPORT  IS 
COlfFIRMED  BY  THE  APPEAL  ASSESSOR 
To  ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Your  appeal report 
J'PR  gr.riDIAit USE  ClfLY 
S'!.DT - DJ  COIFIDllfCE 
I  enclose the staff' report  on  your work between 1  July 1977  and 30 June 1979, 
which was  drawn up by y-aor  assessor and which you referred to me  in yauz 
comments  dated ••••••••••••••••••  ,  along with the two  copies in~  possession. 
I  must  inform you that I  cannot accept your objections and that I  have therefore 
decided to confirm in their entirety the assessments given in the original report. 
This memo  therefore constitutes confirmation of your staff report and as such 
will be attached to it.  You  have 15  working days in which to sign it and to 
return to me  the report and  two  copies, with attached documents. 
I  am  to inform you that under Article 7  of the general impl•enting provisions 
y"OU  are entitled to submit your report and your comments  thereon to the Joint 
Committee  on  Staff' Reports. 
To  do so you should make  a  specific request tf that effect at item 15(b) of 
the report or item 19  of' the additional sheet  ,  and send me,  together,  the 
report and two  copies, with your comments  on  a  separate sheet. 
You  have fifteen working d.a\Ys  from  receipt of this memo  in which to make  such 
a  request. 
I  myself will  forward your request to the Joint Committee  on Staff Reports 
through the Secretariat of the Directorate-General and Directorate-General IX. 
Signature of person assessed:  Signature of appeal  assessor: 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  ••••••••••o••••••••••••••••• 
Date:  ••••••••••••••••••••• 
1  The  words  "comments  attached for consideration by the 
Joint Committee  on  Staff Reports"  should be entered. 
58 B.9.3.3  Amendment  of the original assessment 
The  appeal assessor may  find it necessary to change all or part of the report. 
If he  decides to amend  any  of items  1 to 8  or 9(d), he must  do  so by means 
of a  memo  drawn up in quadruplicate,  following the specimen below.  He  must 
attach this  aemo to the report  and the two  copies in his possession,  and  send 
the whole  set of papers to the person assessed in an envelope marked  FOR 
OFFICIAL  USE  ONLY- STAFF  - IN OONFIDmCE,  alonp- with the fourth  copy of 
the memo,  to be attached to the copy of the report in the possession of.  the 
official  ~ssessed. 
If the person assessed is absent  at the time and is not  expected to return 
before the deadline mentioned above,  the papers should be  sent to him 
immediately by registered post  with advice of  deliver.y~ 
SPFXIMEN'  MEMO  TO  BE  SENT  TO  AN  OFFICIAL  IF ITEMS  1  TO  8  OR  9(d)  OF 
HIS  REPORT  ARE  AMENDED  BY  THE  APPEAL  ASSESSOR 
FOR  OFFICIAL  USE  ONLY 
STAFF  - II' CONFID:BilCE 
To  ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Your  staff report 
I.  enclose the report  on your work  between 1 July 1977  and  30  June 1979 
Which  was  drawn up by your assessor and  which  you  referred to  me  in your 
comments  dated ••••••••••••••t  along with the two  copies in my  possession. 
I  have  decided to amend  items  ••••••••••••• of the assessment  given by 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• I  have  entered my  own  assessment  on a  separate sheet, 
which  I  am  attaching to your staff report. 
59 This separate sheet constitutes an amendment  to your report.  You  have 
fifteen working days in which to sign it and to return to me  the  report 
and  two  carbon copies,  with attached documents. 
I  am  to inform you that, Un.der  Article 7 of the general implementing 
provisions,  you are entitled to submit your report  and your comments  thereon 
to the Joint Committee  on Staff Reports. 
TO  do  so  you  should make  a  specific request to that effect at  item 15(b) of 
the  report or item 19  of the additional sheet1,  and  send me,  together,  the 
report  and  two  copies,  with your comments  on a  separate sheet. 
You  have fifteen working:. days  from  receipt of this memo  in which  to make 
such  a  request • 
I  myself will forward your requests to the Joint Committee  on  Staff Reports 
through the Secretariat of the Directorate-General and  Directorate-General IX. 
Signature of person assessed:  Signature of appeal  assessor: 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Date  •••••••••••••••••••••• 
1The  words  "comments  enclosed for consideration by the Joint Committee  on 
Staff Reports" should be entered. 
60 If the appeal assessor  d~cid$S to amend  all or part of items 10.or 11, he 
must  use the additional sheet of the report  form  (pages  9 and 10,  items  16 
and  17  - see Annex  II), and inform the official assessed in a  letter 
following the specimen above  1 •  At  each of the items where  he  agrees with 
the assessment  given by the original assessor he mu.st  write the words 
"' agree with the original assessment  on  this~point".  For those items 
where he wishes to make  changes,  he mu.st  write his own  assessment in the 
relevant sections of the form,  having regard to the directions given under 
heading B.6 of this Ou.ide.  In the exceptional case of changes that make 
the report  even less favourable to the person assesse;d.,  he  should take very 
special care to  justify them in··his comments. 
He  must  attach the additional sheet to the report  and the two  copies in his 
possession,  and  send the whole  set of papers to the person assessed in an 
envelope marked  FOR  OFFICIAL  USE  ONLY- STAFF  - IN  CONFIDJJlCE,  along with a 
fourth  copy of the sheet,  to be attached to the copy of the report in the 
possession of the person assessed. 
If the person  assessed is absent  and is not  expeCted to  return before the 
deadline mentioned above,  the papers should be  sent to him immediately by 
registered post  with advice of deli  very. 
B.9.3.4  To  correct errors of procedure 
In this case the appeal  assessor declares the report invalid and asks the 
person who  should have  drawn. it up to do  so in accordance with the general 
provisions for implementing Article 43  of the Staff Regu.lations.  The  proper 
assessor then starts the procedure again from  the beginning.  The  appeal 
assessor informs the official to this effect by means  of a  memo  following the 
specimen below. 
1  Replacing the terms  "separate sheet" by "additional sheet at the 
end of the report". 
61 SPECIMEN  MEMO  INFORMING  AN  OFFICIAL  THAT  HIS  STAFF  REPORT  'HAS  BEEN  SUBMITTED 
TO  THE  COMPETENT  ASSESSOR 
To  •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Your  staff report· 
FOR  OFFICIAL  USE  ONLY 
STAFF  - IN'  CONFIDENCE 
Having considered the report  on  your work  made  by  ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I  have  concluded that .he  was  not  the right person to  draw  up  a  staff report 
on  you,  under Article  43  of the Staff Regulations,  for the period 
from  1 July 1977  to 30  June  1979• 
This report is therefore  invalid.  Acting under Articles 2  and  3  of the 
general provisions for  implementing Article 43_of the Staff Regulations I 
have  asked the proper person to draw up  a  staff report  on  you for the period 
concerned. 
The  new  report will be  sent to you within the next  few  ~s  in accordance 
with Article  6  of the  general  implementing provisions. 
(Signature) 
62 (b)  Absence  of signatures of persons to be  consulted 
{Items  12  and  14  of the report) 
The  appeal assessor must  take all necessary measures to put  matters right 
{see point B.5.2  of this Guide). 
He  should write a  memo  informing the  officia~ assessed accordingly,  in 
quadruplicate,  following the  specimen below. 
He  must  attach this memo  to the report and the two  copies in his possession, 
and  send the  whole  set of papers to the person assessed in an envelope 
ma~ked FOR  OFFICIAL  USE  ONLY  - STAFF  t""  Ill OONFID:HffCE,  along with the  f~urth 
copy of the  memo,  to be attached to the copy of the report in the possessi:on 
of the  ~erson assessed. 
If the person assessed is absent  and is not  expected to return before the 
deadline mentioned above,  the papers  should be  sent to him  immediately by 
registered post with advice  of delivery. 
MEMO  INFORMING  AN  OFFICIAL  THAT  HIS  STAFF  REPORT  HAS  BEEN  SUBMITTED  FOR 
SIGNATURE  TO  IERSONS  WHO  SHOULD  BE  CONSULTED 
(Items  12  and  14  of the report) 
To  •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Your  staff report 
FOR  OFFICIAL  USE  ONLY 
STAFF  ~  IN  OOIFIDENOE 
I  enclose the staff report  on your work between  1 July 1977  and  30  June  1979, 
whioh  was  drawn  up by your assessor and which you  referred to me  in your 
comments  dated ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••, along with the two  copies in 
D\Y  possession. 
Acting under Article 2/31 of the general provisions for  implementing 
Article 43  of the Staff Regulations,.  I  have  submitted your report fo.r 
signature to •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1Delete whichever does  not  apply. 
63 This letter therefore constitutes an amendment  to yo~ Staff Report  and 
as such will be attached to it. 
You  have  fifteen working ~sin  which  to sign it and to·return to me  the 
report and two  copies, with attached documents. 
I  am  to inform you that under Article 7 of the general  implementing 
provisions you are entitled to  submit  your report and your comments 
thereon to the Joint Committee  on  Staff Reports. 
To  do  so  you should make  an  express request to that effect at Item 15(b) 
of the report or Article  19  of the additional sheet1,  and  send me,  together, 
the report and two  copies,  with your comments  on  a  separate sheet. 
You  have fifteen working  d~s from  receipt of this memo  in which to make 
such a  request. 
I  ~self will forward your request to the Joint Committee  on  Staff Reports 
through the Secretariat of the Directorate-General and Directorate-General IX. 
Signature of person assessed:  Signature of appeal assessor: 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  ···~························· 
Date:  ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
B•9•4  THE  OFFICIAL'S  COMMENTS,  IF ANY 
After the report has been made  by the appeal assessor and  sent to the 
official concerned,  the official has fifteen working days  in which  to sign 
the additional sheet or the  memo  annexed to his report and to make  any new 
comments. 
If the official has no  comments  to make,  he  returns the report and  two 
copies,  with attached documents,  tothe appeal assessor. 
1The  words  "comments  ettached for consideration by the Joint Committee  on 
Staff Reports"  should be  entered. 
64 c.  C<BSULTATIOlf  OF  THE  JOIIT  C<I!MI'l'TEE  ON  STAFF  RiPORTS 
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66  to 71 C.  CONSULTATION  OF  THE  JOINT  COMMITTEE  ON  STAFF  REroRTS 
C  .1  HOW  TO  REFER  THE  REPORT  TO  THE  JOINT  COMMITTEE  ON  STAFF  REPORTS 
Article 7 of the  general provisions for  implementing Article 43  of the 
Staff Regulations stipulates that,  if the official so  requests,  the 
entire report  and comments  thereon shall be  referred to the Joint  Committee 
on  Staff Reports for ita opinion.  This request to the Joint Committee  on 
Staff Reports  in no  way  prajudices the  subsequent  right to  make  a  complaint 
under Ar·ticle  90  of the Staff Regulations. 
In his comments  the official may  invoke  any factual and legal arguments he 
thinks fit to  support his case.  He  may  specify any circumstances which 
would explain his disagreement  and  invoke  any relevant points in support 
of his arguments.  His  comments  may  relate to any of the  items  on  the form 
as finalized by the appeal assessor,  and  in particular Items: 
7:  details of duties; 
8:  languages  ; 
10:  ~alytical assessment; 
11:  general assessment. 
C.2  THE  OPINION  OF  THE  CO:MMITTEE 
The  Committee  delivers an  opinion which  must  be  communicated both to  the 
official and  to  ~he appeal  assessor by  the Directorate-General for Personnel 
and Administration. 
The  appeal assessor then establishes the official's definitive staff report, 
and  informs the official of it. 
Two  situations can arise: 
(1)  The  Committee  decides not  to accept  the official's objections 
-----------~~--------~~----~-~~ 
In this case  the Committee's opinion is simply deposited in the official's 
personal file together with his staff report. 
66 (2)  The  Committee  decides to accept  the official's objections 
-------~-----~---------------
In this case  the appeal assessor is requested by the Directorate-General 
for Personnel· and Administration to review the staff report file  in the 
light of that opinion.  The  appeal assessor must  give a  decision and 
establish the official's definitive  ~aff r~port within fifteen working 
d~s of receiving the request. 
+ 
+  + 
REMINDER 
The  procedure for consulting the Joint Committee  on  Staff Reports and the 
definitive decision of the appeal assessor must  be  completed no  later than 
six months  before the  end of the new  reference period  (Article 1  of the 
general provisions for  implementing Article 43  of the Staff Regulations). 
+  + 
+ 
(a) If the report  is confirmed 
If, after receiving the  Committee's  opinion,  the appeal assessor confirms 
the report,  he  must  inform the official  accordingly by means  of a  memo 
following the  specimen  below~  The  letter must  be  sent  to the official in 
an  envelope  marked  FOR  OFFICIAL  USE  ONLY  - STAFF  - IN  CONFIDENCE,  with 
acKnowledFement  of receipt.  Once  the official  h~s been  notified of this 
decision,  the report is considered defini ti  vee 
67 SPECIMEN  MEMO  INFORMING  AN  OFFICIAL  THAT  HIS  STAFF  REPORT  ~HAS BEEN  CONFIRMED 
FOR  OFFICIAL  USE  ONLY 
STAFF  - .IN  CONFIDENCE 
To  •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Your  staff report for the period 1 July 1977  to  30  June  1979 
Following the opinion on your  comments  delivered by the Joint  Committee  on 
Staff Reports at its meeting of •••••••••••••••••••••••••••,  I  must  inform 
you that I  have  decided to confirm your staff report without  amendment. 
Your  report has thus become  definitive and as  such will be  deposited in 
your personal file. 
Please  return a  copy  of this memo  to me,  duly dated and signed,  by way  of 
acknowledgement  of receipt. 
Signature of person assessed:  Signature  of appeal assessor: 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Date:  ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
68 If the appeal assessor,  in the light of the Committee's opinion,  amends 
the analytical or general assessment,  he  draws  up  a  new  revised report 
•  on  appeal,  in quadruplicate,  using the additional  sheet at the end of 
the report.  This new  report is considered definitive. 
One  copy of this new  report is sent to the  o~ficial assessed,  accompanied 
by a  memo  following the  specimen below 
SPECI:M&N  MEMO  INFORMING  AN  OFFICIAL  THAT  HIS  REVISED  STAFF  REPORT  ON  APPEAL 
IS B&ING  AMENDED 
To  ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FOR  OFFICIAL  USE  ONLY 
STAFF  - IN  CONFIDPliCE 
Your  staff report for the period from  1 July 1977  to  30  June  1979 
Following the opinion on  your  comments  delivered by the Joint  Committee  on 
Staff Reports at its meeting of •••••••••••••••••••••••,  I  would  inform you 
that I  have  decided to reconsider the assessments  of you which  I  made  when 
reviewing your staff report. 
The  new  report,  drawn  up  on  the additional  sheet which  I  am  enclosing, 
replaces the  original report.  This new  report  is therefore definitive 
and will be  deposited in your personal file. 
Please return a  copy  of this letter to me,  duly dated and  signed,  by way 
of acknowledgement  of receipt. 
Signature of person assessed:  Signature of appeal assessor: 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Date:  ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
69 If the changes  made  do  not affect the analytical or general assessment 
(changes to Items  1 to 8 or 9(d), for example),  the appeal assessor 
( 
should  set them down  in a  memo  drawn  up  in quadruplicate following the 
specimen below,  a  copy to be attached to the original and to each of the 
two  copies of the report.  He  should send a  copy  of the letter to the 
person assessed,  to be attached to the copyof the report  in his possession. 
At  this stage the report  is considered definitive. 
SPECIMEN  LETrER  INFORMING  AN  OFFICIAL  THAT  ITEMS  1  TO  8 AND/OR  9  (d)  OF  HIS 
STAFF  REPORT  HAVE  BEEN  CHANGED 
To  ••••••••••••••••••aoo 
FOR  OFFICIAL  USE  ONLY 
STAFF  ,_  IN  CONFIDENCE 
Your  staff report for the period 1 July  1977  to  30  June  1979 
In view  of the opinion on  your comments  delivered. by the Joint Committee  on 
Staff Reports at its meeting of •••••••••••••••••••• •••,  I  would.  inform you 
that  I  have  decided to make  the following changes to Item(s)  ••••••••••• of 
your reporte 
Item •••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
This letter constitutes an amendment  to your staff report.  The  new  report 
is thus definitive and will be  deposited as it now  stands in your personal 
file.  This  memo  should be  attached to the copy  of the report  in your 
possession. 
Please return a  copy  of this letter to  me,  duly dated and  signed,  by way  of 
acknowled@6ment  of receipt. 
Signature  of person assessed:  Signature  of appeal assessor: 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Date:  ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
70 The  appeal assessor must  hand in one  copy to his Directorate-General,  and 
forward ·the  report and the other copy  in his possession to the relevant 
administrative office1,  via the Secretariat  of his Directorate-General. 
GENERAL 
When  the Joint  Committee  on Staff Reports has  given a  nega·~ive opinion 
(see heading c.2.1) or when  the  appeal  ~ssessor has  taken~ final decision 
(see heading c.2.2) officials are entitled  l;o  lodge  a  compla.in·c  tmd3r 
Ar·ticle  90  of the  Staff Regulations.  The  Joint Commi·t tee :nust  be  consul  ted 
on  all such  complaints.  It will  then be  for the  Commission,  aa appoin·ting 
authority,  to  give  a  final decision. 
1The  Individual Rights and Privileges Division,  for officials covered by 
the Brussels administration; 
2The  Personnel Division,  for officials covered by the Luxembourg  administration; 
3Forthe Joint Research Centre,  the administrative department  of the 
Establishment. 
71 "IT  -
COMMISSION 
OF THE 
EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
1.  Surname and forenames: 
Personnel number: 
Date of birth: 
2.  Date of recruitment as an official (1 ): 
3.  Department: 
4.  Category, grade, seniority, step: 
STAFF REPORT 
(Article 43 of the Staff Regulations) 
Period: 1.7.1977 to 30.6.1979 
5.  Category, grade and step on recruitment (1): 
6.  DESCRIPTJON OF DUTIES 
a) Basic post (Annex 1-A  and B of the Staff Regulations and implementing provisions): 
b) Detailed description of duties carried  out during the reference period: 
( 1)  If the official has served with another institution please indicate: 
at 2.  the insHtution and the period of service;  · 
at 5. grades on taking up duty and terminating employment with that institution. 
73 
ANNEX I 
Serial No. 
FOR  OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
STAFF- IN CONFIDENCE 7.  FURTHER DETAILS OF DUTIES 
a) Changes (extension, restriction, simplification) in the range of duties since the last report: 
b) To what extent do these duties correspond to the official's qualifications? 
8.  LANGUAGES 
Is the official required to work in one or more languages other than his mother tongue (or in the official Community 
language .of which he  has a perfect knowledge and regards as equivalent to his mother tongue) ? 
If so,  which languages and how does he use them (reading, writing, speaking)? (1)  (2). 
( 1)  For officials in the Language Service this information should be given in Section 6(b) (Detailed description of duties). 
(2)  The official can comment on his knowledge of languages in Section 9. 
74 To be completed by the person assessed 
9.  KNOWLEDGE OF LANGUAGES, NEW KNOWLEDGE AND PUBLISHED WORKS 
a) Knowledge of languages 
Passive  Command of  Command of  Ability to use 
Mother  knowledge  spoken language  written language  for 
tongue 
(1) 
Very  A  de- Very  A  de- Very  A  de- Short-
good  Good  quate  good  Good  quate  good  good  quate  hand 
Typing 
DANISH 
GERMAN 
ENGLISH 
FRENCH 
ITALIAN 
DUTCH 
Other 
languages 
(1)  If your mother tongue is  not one of the official Community languages,  indicate the one of which you have a perfect knowledge 
and regard as equivalent to your mother tongue. 
75 b) New knowledge 
(tndicate any new knowledge acquired  during the  reference  period,  with particular reference to further training. 
Give details of how such knowledge was acquired and any diplomas or certificates obtained.) 
c) Works published 
(Give details of any works published - books, articles, etc. - during the reference period.) 
Date: ...........................  .  Signature of official assessed ...........................  . 
d) Comments, if any, by assessor 
76 10  ANAL!YTICAL ASSESSMENT 
- Excellent  - exceptionally high level 
.. 
( 
-Very good  - particularly high level 
-Good  - level which can 
reasonably be expected  ~  ·r 
from a Community  'E 
"0  Q)  0 
g·  iii  t) 
official  ~  "0  a::s  Comments (optional) ..  0  :::l 
03 
Ol 
0  0'"  ~  -Adequate  - acceptable level  (,)  ~  (!)  Q) 
iii  X  Q)  "0 
w  <(  1/) 
- Unsatisfactory  - level which must  >  c:  .. 
::l 
be improved on 
,, 
I. ABILITY (1) 
1.  Knowledge required for post occupied. 
2.  Proficiency 
- comprehension 
- judgment 
. 
- articulateness  - written word 
- spoken word 
h  .. 
- organizational ability 
II.  EFFICIENCY 
1.  Quality 
~ 
2.  Speed 
3.  Consistency 
4.  Versatility 
Ill. CONDUCT IN THE SERVICE 
1.  Sense of responsibility 
2.  Initiative 
3.  Ability to work as a member of a team 
4.  Ability to get on  with people 
(1)  To be assessed in the light of the post occupied (see Section 6(a), p.  1}. 
77 11.  GENE~AL  ASSESSMENT 
This should mention: 
- the official's most outstanding qualities 
- the areas in which there is scope or need for improvement 
(with suggestions as to how this might be achieved) 
- the official's ability to adapt to different duties 
and, where relevant: 
progress in one or more areas 
- lack of progress in one or more areas. 
78 12.  a) Name, grade, signature and comments, if any, of immediate superior: 
Date: 
b) Name, grade, signature and comments, if any, of any other superiors consulted: 
Date: 
13.  Name, grade and signature of assessor: 
Date: 
14.  Name, grade and signature of those consulted under Article 3 of the general provisions for implementing Article 43 
of the Staff Regulations {1): 
Date: 
(1)  If the  official  has  changed  department during the reference period,  if he  is  on loan to another department or if  he  is  seconded 
to the Office of a Member of the Commission 
79 15.  To be completed by the official assessed 
a) Wishes, if any, for assignment to other duties: 
b) Signature and comments, if any: 
Date: 
80 ANNEX II 
·Serial No: 
REPORT BY  APPEAL ASSESSOR 
·l. 
Surname and forer.ames:  Department: 
Personel  number:  Grade: 
16.  ANALYTICAL ASSESSMENT 
- Excellent  - exceptionally high level 
-Very good  - particularly high level 
-·Good  .•  - level which can  >-
reasonably be expected  :  '0  (I)  0 
from a Community  c  0  '0  co  ti 
.9:!  0  ca 
official  C)  0  ::::J 
~  Comments (optional)  (jj  0  0"' 
(J  ~  " 
(I)  co  - Adequate  - acceptable level  )(  (I)  '0 
If)  w  > 
<(  c: 
- Unsatisfactory  - level which must  :J 
be improved on 
I. ABILITY (1) 
1.  Knowledge required for post occupied 
2.  Proficiency 
- comprehension 
- judgment 
- articulateness  - written word 
- spoken word 
- organizational ability 
II.  EFFICIENCY 
1.  Quality 
2.  Speed 
3.  Consistency 
4.  Versatility 
Ill. cpNDUCT IN THE SERVICE 
1.  Sense of responsibility 
2.  Initiative 
3  .. Ability to work as a member of a team 
._.  ,l 
4.  Ability to get on with people 
(1)  To be assessed in the light of the post occupied (see Section o(a), p.1). 17.  GENERAL ASSESSMENT 
This should mention: 
- the official's most outstanding qualities 
- the areas in which there is scope or need for improvement 
(with suggestions as  to how this might be achieved) 
- the official's ability to adapt to different duties 
and, where relevant: 
progress in one or more areas 
- lack of progress in one or more areas. 
18.  Name, grade and signature of appeal assessor: 
19.  Signature and comments, if any, of official assessed  (1): 
Date: 
Date: 
(1)  Any comments made by the official as a preliminary to referral to the Joint Committee on Staff Reports should be on a separate sheet. 
82 ANNEX III 
1. TABLE SHOWING BASIC POSTS AS PROVIDED FOR IN 
ARTICLE 5 OF THE STAFF REGULATIONS (1) 
Career  Basic 
bracket  post 
A 1  Director-
General 
. A 2  Director 
A 3  Head  of 
Division 
A 4 - A 5 Principal 
Administrator 
(Annex I-A of the Staff Regulatio~) 
Description of duties  Title 
Directs au administrative unit of the  Director-General 
highest level 
Very highly qualified official with the task  Special Adviser 
of advising the institution,  or engaged in 
top-level studies 
Directs an important administrative unit,  Director 
under  the direct authority of a  Director-
General  or,  exceptionally,  the institution 
Highly-qualified official witn the task of 
advising the institution or a  Directorate-
General 
Highly-qualified official engaged in 
specialized studies 
Directs an administrative unit-under the 
authority of a Director - or,  where 
appropriate,  under  the direct authority 
of a  Director-General  - in a  specialized 
field 
Highly qualified official with the task 
of advising one  body  of the institution or 
engaged in studies or supervisory work, 
under the authority of a  Director-General 
or a  Director 
Head  of one particular sector of activity 
in a  Division 
Head  of a  specialized department 
Qualified official engaged in planning, 
advisory or supervisory duties in one 
sector of activity 
Deputy Head  of Division 
Chief Adviser 
Head  of Division 
Adviser 
Principal 
Administrator or 
Head  of Departm&E 
1staff Courier  No  272,  4 September 1973. 
83 Career  Basic  Description of duties  Title  bracket  post 
A 6- A 7  Administrator Official  engaged in planning,  advisory  Administrator 
and supervisory duties on  the basis of 
general directives.  Where  appropriate, 
directly assists the person in charge 
of one  sector of activity ih a  Division 
Deputy Principal  Administrator 
--
A 8  Assistant  Newly-appointed official engaged in  Assistant 
Administrator planning and  advisory duties  Administrator 
-
84 Career 
Bracket 
L/A  3 
L/A4-L/A5 
L/AfJ-L/A7 
L/AB 
Classification of.·posts:  Laftguage.Servic• 
Basic  Post 
Head  of a 
Translation or 
Irlterpretation 
Division 
Head  of  .. 
Translation or 
,, ·Interpretation 
Group 
Reviser 
Principal 
Translator 
Principal 
Interpreter 
Translator 
Interpreter 
Assistant 
Translator 
Assistant 
Interpreter 
Description of duties 
Directs an administrative unit,in the 
Language ··Service ·lUlder the authority 
of a  Director or, where  appropriate, 
under  the direct authori  t·y,  of ,  a. 
Directo~General 
Highly-exp~ienoed·official who 
advises an  institution dep&f~ment/ 
service or is given a speciric 
assignment  in the  l~ist~c field, 
under the authority  0~ a  Direct~ 
General  or a  Director 
Dpoects  the w9rk  of a  QO\l.P. of 
translators,  conference interpreters, 
terminologistSt·  doQuaentalists or 
other specialists in the:. linguistic 
field;  sees to it. that the Jllembers 
of his group receive such· training 
as ~  be  re~red 
Experiencedofficial who  revise~ 
translations and,  wher,_Qecess&r,, 
produces  translations which ~  or 
may  :aot,. require revision;  . supervises 
terminological,  documentation,  or 
·other specialized work  in the 
linguistic field;  helps with 
translator training 
Experienced official who  produces 
translations generally not:requiring 
revision··and, where  necesslil-y, 
revises translations;  ~pervises 
termi1Jol9gical,  documen~f!LtiCWt or· 
other specialized work in tl'le 
linguiStic field;  helps with 
translator training 
Er:perienced ..  offioial.~ho acta as 
conferenc.e iitterpreter  ,.,.  ·.  ··· 
EXperienced official whQ  acts aa 
conference interpreter and performs 
administrative or t~aining duites 
Official who  produces translations or 
does  te~inological, documentation 
or other work  in the lingUis·tic field 
Official who  acts as conference 
interpreter 
Translator or interpreter iri·the 
process of developing·his skills 
85 
Title 
Heacf  ~f· Translation' 
Division  .. 
Head  of Interpretatiqn 
. Division. 
Adviser 
Head  of Tr~lation 
Group 
Head  of Interpretation 
Group 
Reviser 
Principal ';lTanslator 
Principal  , 
Interpreter 
Principal 
Interpreter 
(Xanagerial) 
Translator 
Interpreter 
Assist~t 
Translator 
Assistant 
InteTJ)reter Career 
Bracket 
B  1 
Basic 
post 
Principal Adminis-
trative Assistant 
B 2  - B 3  Senior 
Administrative 
Assistant 
Senior Secretarial 
Assistant 
Description of duties 
Official 
- in charge of an administrative unit 
- engaged in carrying out or 
supervising a  body  of operations, 
involving where  appropriate the 
interpretations of regulations and 
general  instructions 
- engaged in carrying out specially 
difficult and  complex  tasks within 
the framework  of general  directives 
- responsible for working out 
programmes  for electronic computers 
Official 
- in charge of a  section of an 
administrative unit 
- engaged in administrative tasks 
involving,  where  appropriate,  the 
interpretation of regulations and 
general instructions 
- e·ngaged  in carrying out difficult 
and  complex  tasks in the light of 
general directives 
Title 
Principal Adminis-
trative Assistant 
or 
Head  Clerk 
Programmer 
Senior Adminis-
trative Assistant 
- assists the  programmer in  As&istant 
elaborating programmes  for electronic  Programmer 
computers 
Official engaged,  within an adminis-
trative unit or group  of officials, 
in carrying out difficult and  complex 
secretarial work  on the basis of 
general  directives 
86 
Senior Secretarial 
Assistant Career  ·Basic  Description of duties  fttle  bracket  post 
B 4- B 5  Administrative  Official  who  carries out general  Administrative 
Assistant  office ·vor~ under supervision 
.Head  machine  operator (computers 
ana standard machines),  responsible 
in particular -~or drawing up  tables 
of complex  internelations 
Secretarial  Offi·cial  who  carries. out difficult  Secretarial 
Assistant  and  complex  ~cretarial work,  under  Assistant 
supervision,  within an ad•inistrative 
unit or group  of otficials 
87 Career  Basic 
bracket  post 
c 1  Executive 
Secretary 
Principal 
Secretary 
Principal 
Clerical Officer 
Description of duties -
Official  engaged .in.'c~eying out 
task~ of.a mainly administrative 
nature,  for  which initiative and 
-a  sense of reaponsibility are 
necessary 
Official who  possesses the 
background and professional and 
technical qualifications required, 
and who,  in carrying out his 
duties,  must display a  certain 
degree of initiative by  reason of 
the special nature of his work  or 
the responsibilities laid upon 
him 
88 
Title 
Executive Secretary 
Principal Secretary 
In particular  a 
1. Stores manager 
a.· Steward i.D"charge  of 
the organization and 
supervision of the 
cleaning department 
3.  Principal Clerical 
Officer in libraries or 
archives departments,  or 
publications or documen-
tation and reproduction 
departments 
4. Principal employee  in 
charge of a  switchboard 
manned  by  several persons 
(approximately 5)  or a 
switchboard requiring the 
carrying out of complex 
tasks 
5.  Principal employee 
engaged,  under  the 
responsibility of his 
administrative superior, 
in the circulation of 
documents  of a  general 
nature 
6.  Principal  employee 
engaged in executive work 
relating to the prepa-
ration of files of 
1  documents  for meetings 
7•  Principal employee  in 
charge  o~ a  garage,  or 
head mechanic 
8.  Principal employee 
engaged in offset work, 
photography,  varityping, 
maintenance of office 
machines or in charge of 
a  major unit in this field Career 
bracket 
Basic 
post 
C  2  - C 3  Sec·retary  I 
Shorthand typist 
Dt3scription of dutie.s 
OfficeriOfficial  engaged in adminis-
trative work  for which a 
Clerical 
!
minimum  of instructions are 
given and _whose·~xecution 
necessitates  judgement  and 
method  on  the part of the 
official 
Official  engaged in the 
execution of work  of a 
technical nature necessitating 
a  professional background  and 
qualifications supported in 
principle by a certificate of 
occupational proficiency or 
acquired  through practical 
experience 
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Title 
9.  Principal  employee 
respons~ble for the  assembly 
and  working of the simulta-
neous  interpretation equipment 
10.  Head of team of female 
punch operators-checkers 
Secretary/Shorthand typist 
In particular: 
1. Clerical Officers in 
·libraries or archives  dep~rt­
ments,  or in the publicati'ons 
or documentation and repro-
duction department 
2.  Employee  engaged under  the 
responsibility of his adminis-
trative superior in the 
circulation of documents of a 
general nature 
3.  Employee  engaged in 
executive work  relating to 
the preparation of files of 
documents  for meetings 
4.  Storekeeper-Accountant 
5.  Book-keeper 
6.  Specialized carpenter 
7.  Specialized mechanic 
8. Specialized electrician 
9.  Specialized employee 
engaged in the maintenance  and 
repair of office machines 
10.  Specialized employee 
engaged in the maintenance of 
buildings and installations 
11.  Operator of interpretation 
equipment 
12.  Switchboard operator, 
telex operator 
13. Specialized varitypist 
14.  Specialized offset operatar 
15.  Photographer and 
specialized microfilm  operator Career 
bra.et 
Basic 
post  Description of duties 
C 4 - C 5  Typist 
Clerical  Carries out office or technical 
Assistant  work necessitating only 
occupational specialization or 
basic skills 
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Title 
16. Operator of calculating 
machin~s or standard punched 
card machines 
17.  Female  punch operator, 
checker  (multi-copying) 
18.  Trained security guard 
In particular: 
1. Security guard 
2. Clerical Assistant in 
libraries,  archives 
departmen  ta or in the 
publications or documentation 
and  reproduction departments 
3.  Assistant switchboard 
operator,  assistant telex 
operator 
4.  Varitypist 
5.  Offset operator 
6.  Photographer  and microfilm 
operator 
7.  Employee  engaged in the 
maintenance  and  repair of 
office machines 
8.  Invoicing clerk The  duties of category D involve  manual  work  or tasks  neces~itating primary 
level  education,  where  appropriate supplemented  by  technical  training 
Career  Description of duties  I Title  bracket  1 
! 
D 1  Head  of  Supervises  and  coordinates  the  f  Head  of Unit or 
Unit  work  of a  small  team  under  the  Principal Employee 
authority of an official 
Employee  of the  highest level  In particular: 
in the  category  1. Messenger  ) 
I 
i  2.  Court  usher 
.) 
I  ) 
3- Parliamentary usher  )  and  the 
like 
4.  Head  receptionist 
) 
) 
5- Principal driver  ) 
D 2  - D 3  Skilled  Off"icial  engaged· in elementary  In particular: 
Employee  or routine work 
1 ..  Messenger 
Skilled  2.  Driver  Worker 
3- Receptionist 
4.  Skilled female  fitter 
5·  Machine  and  roneo  operator 
6.  Addressing machine operator 
7·  Photocopier 
D 4  Unskilled  In particular: 
Employee  1.  Unskilled labourer 
Unskilled  2.  Storekeeper  worker 
3·  Messenger 
4.  Canteen Assistant 
5·  Car park attendant 
6.  Female  fitter 
I 7·  Remover 
8.  Packer-unpacker 
9.  Stapler,  stitcher 
----· 
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bracket 
A  1 
A  2 
Basic 
post 
Director-
General 
Director 
2.  TABLE SHOWING BASIC POSTS PROVIDED FOR IN 
ARTICLE 5 OF THE STAFF REGULATIONS 
(Annex I-B of the Staff ll,egulations) 
Description of duties 
- Directs a  scientific or  technical unit 
of the  highest level,  such as  a 
Directorate-General or a  research 
establishment. 
- Very  highly qualified scientific or 
technical official with  the  task of 
advising the institution,  or  encaged 
in top-level studies. 
Title 
Director-General 
Special Adviser 
- Directs  ~ under  the authoritJ of a  Director 
Director-General,. of the ·head of a 
research establishment or,  exceptioD&ll71 
of the  inatitutio~ - a  major scientific 
or teohnical unit.such as a  Directorate, 
a  scientific or technical  eatabl~ahment, 
a  department or a  project. 
- Highly  qualified t;;cientific or 
technical official with  the  task of 
advising the institution or a 
Directora~e-General. 
- Highly_ qualified  ~cientific or 
technical  officia~ engaged in 
specialized studies. 
Chief Adviser 
1---·---+----·------tf-----------------·------·--------+--
A  3  Head  of  - Directs  - under  the  authority of a  Head  of Division 
Division  Director or Head  of Department,  or 
occasionally under  the  direct authority 
of a  Director-General  or,  exception-
ally,  of the institution - a  scientific 
or  technical unit in a  specialized 
field,  such as  a  Division,  a  research 
establishment,  a  department  or a 
project. 
- Hienly  qualified scientific or technical  Adviser 
official with  the  task of advising an 
organ  o~ the institution or  engaged in 
studies or supervisory work  under  the 
authority of a  Director-General. 
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bracket 
Basic 
post  Description of duties 
A  4  Principal  I  Scientific 
I  Technical 
I  Officer 
·-
Head  of a  specialized scientific or 
technical service within a  Division, 
a  department or a  research 
establishment. 
or i 
! 
I 
A 5  - A 8 Scientific 
or Technical 
Officer 
'  I 
I 
I 
- Qualified scientific or technical 
officer engaged in planning,  research 
or supervisor7 duties in one sector of 
activit7 (study of a  subject involving 
different techniques or different 
scientific disciplines). 
- Deputy  to  the  Head  of a  Division, 
establishment,  department or project. 
- Head  of a  specialized section or group. 
- Scientific or technical official 
engaged in  p~ann~ng:  research and 
supervisory duties such as: 
- development  of a  new  technique,  or 
research into a  project or major 
part of a  project,  or work  on an 
important scientific"subject in a 
wide or particularly difficult 
field.  May  be  responsible  for  a 
major section or group; 
- research into part of a  project,  or 
responsible  for  traditional 
experiments,  or working  on  a 
small-scale scientific subject. 
May  be responsible for  a  ~roup; 
- research in a  limited part of a 
project on  the basis of directives 
from  the Scientific or Technical 
Officer to  whom  he is attached. 
- Deputy  to  a  Principal Scientific or 
Technical Officer or  to  a  hcnd  of 
service. 
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Title 
Principal Scientific 
or Technical Officer 
Scientific or 
Technical  Officer Career 
bracket 
Basic 
post 
a)  Design Office Staff 
Description of duties  Title 
-------·+--------i-----------·-·------·---·--~----------·----
B 1  - B 2  Draughtsman  -
Section Leader 
B 2- B  3  Designer 
Executive official: 
- Draughtsman  - Section Leader in 
charge of a  major  group of 
designers and  draughtsmen  and 
responsible  for  coordinating 
their work. 
- Draughtsman  - Section Leader in 
charge of a  group of designers and 
draughtsmen  and responsible for 
coordinating their work. 
Executive official: 
- Designer with sole responsibility· 
for  drawing up  important projects 
on  the basis of a  specification, 
including the relevant 
calculations;  gives instructions 
to  the  draughtsmen responsible 
for  drawing up  the details of these 
projects. 
- Designer responsible  for  drawing 
up  a  full project on his own. 
- This post requires several years 
experience as designer. 
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Draughtsman  -
Section Leader 
Designer Career 
··bracket 
B  1·  - B  2 
B 3 
B 5 
Basic 
post  I 
b)  Laboratory staff 
Description of duties 
Chief  r:ecutive official: 
Laboratory  I  h  f  ·  ·  f  t  hn'  · 
T  h  i  .  n  c  arge  o  a  group  o  ec  ~c~ans, 
ec  n  c~an  I  'th  'd  'b','t  f  w~  w~ e  respons~  ~~~ y  or 
I 
coordinating and  supervising their 
work. 
'  I,  - In charge of a  group  of technicians, 
required to coordinate and  supervise 
·----------·--·-·-----
I  their work. 
Laboratory  Executive official: 
Technician  - In charge  of important  experiments 
or tests.  Organizes  his  work 
himself to  achieve  a  giv~n end,  and 
reports  on his work. 
- In charge of experiments or tests 
in various  fields,  collects and 
classifies results. 
- In charge  of experiments  and  tests 
in a  particular field,  carried out 
on his  own.  Classifies results and 
presents  them  in the  form  of 
graphs or tables. 
Title 
Chief Laboratory 
Technician 
Laboratory 
Technician 
C 3  •> -~  Lab~·--t--·-C-1-e-.  r_i_c_a_l_o_f_f_i_c_i_al_:·----------------+-·-L-a_b_o_r_a_t_o_r_y _____  _ 
Technician  Technician 
f  - Responsible  for  assembling and 
maintaining laboratory  equipment 
under supervision,  for  following 
the course of experiments,  and  for 
carrying out  the simpler 
measurements. 
•) Initial care.er bracket  for certain laboratory technicians,  depending  on  the level 
of their training. 
96 ~career 
bracket 
B  1  - B  2 
B  2  - B  3 
B 3  - B 4 
BRsic 
post 
\fork 
Su!)erintendent 
Workshop 
Supervisor 
Foreman 
PJ.ann~r 
c)  Manufacturinr,  Workshop  Staff 
Description of duties 
Executive official: 
- Has  wide  responsibilities for  the 
execution of important' and  varied 
projects and  ensures  the  smooth 
functioninr,  of a  ~rou9 of workshop 
supervisors  and  foremen  of 
different  ~rofesGions. 
- Responsible  for  the  execution of 
important  and varied projects 
and  ensures  the  smooth funct1oning 
of a  group of workshop  supervisors 
and  foremen  of different 
professions. 
Executive official: 
- Has  wide responsibilities for 
ensurinc that  work is carried  out 
by  teams  or eroups  of craftsmen in 
different trades. 
- Responsible  for  ensurin~ that work 
is r.arried out  by  teams  or zroups 
of craftsmen in different trades. 
}i;:~ecnti  ve  official: 
- Has wide responsibilities and is alWB\11 
in charGe  of a  tean of craftsmen. 
- IG  always  in  char~e of craftsmen, 
whether or not  under  the authority 
of  su~ervisory officials of a 
~"lir;her  rrade. 
Executive official: 
- Res:!}onsible  for critical an?.lysis 
of the  ~lans for  a  com~lex 
cor1='one'1.t  the '?rod,tction of \..r!-.ich 
will  renuire  the  a~plication of 
varioun  l]ro~essin.:, 0r me.nufacturin:; 
techniq'les;  may  he  res:r>onei ble for 
supervinin:, several specialist 
planncr.s  ~vhose work  he  e;uides  and 
coord~.'1a  teG. 
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Title 
Work  Superintendent 
Worksho:!l  Snpervisor 
Forel!lan 
Planner c) Marmf'aaturiy Workshop  staff {  Contd.) 
-------,-----------r·-------------------------------------------------------.-.  ----------
Cbarekert  I  Bas
1 t. c  1  Description of duties  ~~  Title 
rae  e  !  pos  :  ----------- -1·------ --------.. -----t-·----··---.---------·---- -. -··· ··-----.  -·  -~-------------------
I 
__ _j  ___ _ 
f 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I 
_l 
- Resnonsible  for  p1artnin~ simple 
sequences  of operations  and  for 
studying,  criticizin~ and 
improvine  the  desie~ of individual 
parts in operations in which  he  is 
specialized. 
- Res~onsible for  plannin~ simple 
1  series of operations  on  the basis 
of dra\-rines,  and  for determininr;l 
cost prices and  tooline 
requirements. 
_  .. ____________  -----·----------
98 d)  Technical  Office Staff 
·-~--------·------., 
Career bracket  Basic post 
1 
Description of duties  I  Title  I 
~----------...---------------'--·-------·-------------------·------···r·-------·-----·-----·---·-~ 
l  I  I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
' 
I 
L 
B  3  - B  5  Technical  Assistant  Executive official:  Technical  Documentalist 
or  Technician  Responsible  for  the  exploitation of  1 
technical  and scientific documents,  I 
including the preparation of detailed  ! 
1  II  biblioeraphies in a  specialized sector  l  I 
1  and  the preparation of critical abs, tracts.  I  : 
i  I  I  I 
I  I  j 
I  t  - Responsible  for routine  work  relatin: to  1  1 
l  ___ .  ---.--. ________ l_  __ :~~e~~-;-~~t_::~-~~e-~~~-e·c-~~c-~- -~-n-~ ...  -- -·· ....  .1. ... -- ·----------------__] (e)  Technical staff in co~uter ~its 
Career 
bracket 
Basic 
post 
B 1  - B 2  Work 
Superin-
tendant 
B 3 - B 4  Foreman 
.B 3 - B  5  Technician 
Description of duties 
1. OPERA TORS 
Executive official: 
- Responsible for organizing the use of the 
various business maChines  and electronic 
computers under his  ~~~-.  He  draws  up  the 
plans for the use of the various machines 
on  the basis of standing rules, and sees 
to it that these plans are carried out. He 
supervises the work  of the punch  operator 
group via the Senior Operator.  He  is 
responsible for major installations (e.g., 
IBM  7090,  GAMMA  60,  TRANSAC  8  2000,  etc.) 
or for medium-s.ized installations (e.g., 
IBM  1401  mgnetic-tape model ,  Remington USS 
BULL  Series 300 magnetic-tape models). 
- Responsible for organizing and  supervising 
the work  of a  business machine  installation 
He  draws up  the plans for the use of the 
various business machines  on the basis of 
standing rules, and sees to it that these 
plans are carried out. He  also supervises 
the work  of the punch operator group. 
- Responsible for supervising the operation of 
electronic computers,  either alone or with 
the help of the operators placed under him. 
He  is accO\intable to the Principal Senior 
Operator. 
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Title 
Principal 
Senior 
Operator 
Senior 
Operator 
Specialist 
Operator Career  Basic  · D~,:Jcr~ption  ~.of duties  Title  bracket  post 
2.  PROGRAMMERS 
:Bl-B2  Chi~f  - Official who,·  in addition to his work as  Chief1 
Technician  prograaner,  ~s certain duties as all&lyst.  Programmer 
-·  He  is also capable  o~ using particularly  and 
.complex pro~ing  s.ys~e~s on  advanced  Assistant 
machines in preparing progr&JDes for whose  Analyst 
-execution a  team of programmers is necessary. 
Work  -Official wbo,·on.the basis· of the general  Chief 
Superin- lqQllt Rreparea. by the ~thematical  Programmer 
tendent  analyst for solving a  problem, uses 
particularly complex programming s,ystems 
on  advanced machines preparing programmes 
for whose  execution a  team of programmers 
~  be necessar.y. 
B 3- B  5  Technician  - Official  who,  in addition to his work  Programmer 
as programmer as defined· below,  may  car:cy  and 
__  (JUt  part _of  the work  of an analyst, namely,  Assistant 
·-prepare soluti'OnS to.  mathematical problems  Analyst 
which are not particularly complieated  •  ...  .  -' 
- Official who,  on the basis of the general  Programmer 
layout prepared by the mathematical analyst 
for solving a  problem,  draws up and carries 
through a  programme  using programming 
systems on machines of average difficulty. 
-He must  have a  thorough knowledge  of the 
various programming systems so as to be 
able to encode problems and direct and 
supervise the work of assistant programmers 
placed under him. 
101 Career  Basic  Description of duties  Title  bracket  post 
2)  PROGRAMMERS  (Ceatd) 
c 3.  Technician  - Newly  engaged official responsible  for  Assistant 
drawing up,  in machine  or symbolic  Programmer 
language,  parts of progr8{1Dles  completely 
defined in logical or arithmetical 
terms  by  the programmer  under whose 
supervision he  works. 
3)  PUNCH  OPERATOR 
B 3- B 5  Technician  - Official responsible for directing  Chief 
large group of punch operators,  Punch/Verifier 
punch/verifier operators.  Ope~  a tor 
He  mwst  possess the technical knowledge 
required of punch operators Gr  punohj 
verifier eperaters aJld.  be able to organi11e 
the work  and maintain the necessary 
discipline. 
w ~  analogy with posts of laboratory staff 
102 Career 
bracket 
Basic 
post 
Draughtsman 
(a)  Design office staff 
Description of duties 
Clerical official: 
- Responsible  for working out the various 
elements of a  structure on the basis of 
a  draft,  verifies the measurements,  th~ 
manufacturing and assembl7 potential,  and 
the choice of materials for a  complete 
set of plans.  Applies simple strengthening 
of materials formulae. 
- Responsible  for carr7ing out simple studies, 
whether or not in a  larger context,  on  the 
basis of date or sketches provided,  and  for 
modif7ing a  set of plans on  the basis of 
date or sketches provided; 
- Responsible  for producing the working 
drawings  o~ all the component parts of a 
structure.  Checks  a  structure,  making sure 
that it is possible to assemble it.  Makes 
minor modifications to a  drawing which has 
alread7 been  completed. 
- Responsible  for making  drawings of various 
simple  components  on  the basis of a 
general drawing,  while  ensuring that the 
structure can be assembled.  Makes 
minor modifications to a  drawing which 
has  alrea~J been completed. 
- Responsible for making  drawings of various 
simple  compo~ents on  the basis of a 
general  drawing and  for determining the 
relevant measurements. 
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Title 
Draughtsman Career bracket  Basic post 
c 1  Master Craftsman 
c 2  - c 5  Craftsman 
b)  Workshop  staff 
Description of duties 
Clerical official: 
- Craftsman carrying out  complex assemblies  and 
delicate work. 
Clerical official: 
- Craftsman carrying out  complex  work  in his 
specialized field  and in related fields. 
- Craftsman  carrying out  work  in his specialized 
field and  in rela~ed fields. 
- Craftsman carrying out all the  work  correspondinr, 
to his occupational  qualifications. 
- Craftsman carrying out  elementary work 
corresponding to  simple  occupational 
qualifications. 
Title 
Master Craftsman 
Craftsman (t;) 
Career  bracket 
c 1 
c  2  - c 5 
I 
Basic post 
Chief Laboratory 
Attendant 
LaboratC>ry 
Attendant· 
Description of duties 
Clerical official: 
- Craftsman carrying· out delicate work  in all 
fields covered by  his laboratory. 
,_ 
Clerical official: 
•  Craftsman carrying out complex laboratory work 
in his  speci~ized field and in re·lated. fields. 
- Craftsman carrying out  lab~ratory work  in his 
specialized field and 
- Craftsman  carryi~g out laooratory work 
corresponding to his occupational qualifications. 
- Craft~man _carrying:·out -simpie laboratory work. 
- Official capable of carrying out  oper~tions ~nd 
preparing for operations of some·complexity 
without needing  to be  supervised all the  time. 
- Official capable of carrying out simple 
laboratory operations without needing to be 
supervised all the  time. 
Title 
Chief Laboratory 
Attendant 
Laboratory 
attendant 
Technical  Assistant Career 
bracket 
c 2  - c 5 
Basic 
post 
Craftsman 
C 2  - C 5  Craftsman 
C 2  - C 5  Craftsman 
d)  Computing  centre staff 
Description of duties 
Clerical official: 
- Responsible  for supervising the operation 
of electronic computers under the control 
of an operator,  or for using independentl7 
the various business machines  {sorters, 
tabulators,  collators,  calculating punches, 
etc.),  or for storing and ke7ing magnetic 
tapes or punched  tapes or cards and 
documents  which  form  the  rroer'ln~J"e  li'hr~r:v· 
- With no  prior experience of such work, 
responsible for feeding punched cards or 
tapes or magnetic  tapes and  forms  for 
printing into input and output units. 
Works  under  the supervision of an operator 
or specialist operator. 
-Official who,  in addition to hia·duties as 
Punch/Verifier Operator,  is responsible 
for a  small  group of Punch Operators or 
Punch/Verifier Operators. 
- Official capable of carr7ing out punching 
operations and of using machines  for 
checking previous work.  His work is 
technically independent. 
- Official responsible for transfering data 
and programmes  on  to computer input media 
(e.g. punched cards or punche.d  tape. 
He  works  under direct supervision. 
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Title 
Operator 
Principal 
Punch/Verifier 
Operator 
Punch/Verifier 
Operator Career 
bracket 
D  1 
D 2- D  3 
Basic 
post 
Senior 
Repro  graphic 
Operative 
leprographic 
Assistant 
D 2  - D 3  Filing Clerk 
Classification of posts:  cate~ory D 
------------------~-----------------
a)  DesiBn  office staff 
Description of duties 
Skilled·· aerrice official: 
- Responsible  tor the efficient and 
orderly running of a  design office.' 
Service official: 
- Using various  types of reproduction 
machines. 
- Repl"oducing  documents  on various 
types of paper. 
Service official: 
- Responsible  for filing and looking 
after drawings  and plans;  this 
work  requires knowledge  of the 
office's activities. 
- Responsible  for looking after 
drawings  and plans. 
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Title 
Senior Reprographic 
Operative 
Repro  graphic 
Assistant 
Filing Clerk Career 
bracket 
Basic 
post 
D 1  - D 2  Chargehand 
D 3  - D 4  Labourer 
h)' Transport and  handling staff 
Description of duties 
Service official: 
- With  wide  responsibilities,  having 
rer,ular authority over several. 
ordinary or specialized labourers. 
- Havin~ re~ulat· authority over 
several  ordinary or  s~ecialized 
labourers. 
Service official: 
- Carrying out  work  or operati.ons 
either by  hand  or on  large machines. 
- Carrying out  ~~mple work  either by 
hand  or  on  simple machines. 
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Title 
Charge  hand 
Labourer Career 
bracket 
D 1  - D 2 
Basic 
post 
Laboratory 
Assistant 
P 3  - D 4  Laboratory 
Cleaner 
Description of duties 
Service official: 
- Carr~rin~ out  \trork  requiring special 
care. 
- Carryinc: out simple  operations 
precisely,  defined in writinz 
beforehand,  such as  wei~hinc, 
takin~ instrument  readin~s,  etc. 
Service official: 
- Responsible  for  cleaning all the 
apparatus in a  laboratory. 
- Responsible  for  cleaning a 
laboratory and  the  p,lass  equipment 
in it. 
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Title 
~boratory Assistant 
Laboratory Cleaner 